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Abstract
The rupture of the cap tissue layer of a fibroatheroma in human coronary vessels is
considered the key event leading to the formation of a thrombus and myocardial
infarction, resulting in more than half a million deaths in the US every year. In this study,
we are interested in investigating the biomechanics of different elastomer materials that
can be used as laboratory models to replicate coronary arteries’ ultimate tensile stress
(0.2 - 2.08 MPa). To this end, we developed a biomechanical testing system that allows
us to characterize the material properties of small samples with high accuracy and
precision. We built and validated the performance of the instrument’s subsystems
(displacement, strain rate, gram-force readings, temperature control, gripping
mechanism, and strain measurement) to ensure that the data being collected is
accurate. With our developed tensile system, we test several Polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS) elastomers (silicone) to find a suitable laboratory model to replicate the
coronary artery. The first uniaxial elastomer tests were performed using Sylgard 184,
where we manipulated the curing temperature, mix ratio of elastomer and cross linker,
and addition of curing reagents (n=10 / group) to adjust its tensile strength. However,
the lowest ultimate stress that Sylgard 184 could achieve was 15.5 ± 2.3 MPa. Sylgard
170 was the following elastomer to be tested, starting with several uniaxial tests using
different mix ratios of elastomer/cross linker, followed by the addition of other
elastomers and curing reagents (n=10 / group). With our uniaxial test of the mixture
Sylgard 170(R1:1) 40% + Sylgard 527(R1:1) 60% + silicone thinner (20% of Sylgard
170 mass), it yielded ultimate tensile stresses of 1.8 ± 0.19. We prepared cruciform
samples (n=10) with ASTM D412 Type C dimension (20% of the original) with this
formulation, resulting in average ultimate stresses of 0.52 ± 0.09 MPa. The ultimate
stress results of the uniaxial and biaxial test were within the range of the coronary
arteries’ ultimate tensile stress. It was concluded that Sylgard 170(R1:1) 40% + Sylgard
527(R1:1) 60% + silicon thinner (20% of Sylgard 170 mass) was the most suitable
laboratory model to study soft tissue mechanics among the tested formulations.
Keywords: Coronary, Polydimethylsiloxane, Elastomer, Stress, Strain, Uniaxial, Biaxial,
Dumbbell, Cruciform, Laboratory model, and Constitutive model.
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Chapter 1: Introduction/Background
1.1 Structure & Function of Blood Vessels
The main purpose of blood vessels is to transport blood and nutrients throughout
the body. The circulatory system of the body is composed of three main types of blood
vessels: arteries, capillaries, and veins. Each of these blood vessels serves a specific
purpose in the circulatory system and the overall functionality of the body. Though
arteries and veins are functionally different, they share certain structural features.
Structure of Arteries and Veins
Blood vessels have slightly different structures but they all have the same
general features. For example, arteries and their smallest branches, arterioles, have
thicker walls than veins and their smallest branches, venules. This is because arteries
are closer to the heart and have to handle large blood flow at high pressure. The lumen
is the hollow tube of the blood vessel where blood flows; arteries have a smaller lumen
than veins. This feature allows arteries to have greater control of the pressure of the
blood moving through the circuit. The thickness of the walls and diameter give arteries
and veins their general appearances, where the arteries are more rounded and veins
are more flattened.
Figure 1: General Structure of (a) arteries and (b) veins [1].
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The walls of arteries and veins are built by living cells and their products,
collagenous and elastic fibers. The histological breakdown in Table 1 shows the
percentages of elastin, collagen, and smooth muscle that compose two of the most
important arteries in our circulatory system.
Component Carotid Artery Ascending Aorta Descending Aorta
Smooth Muscle (%) 49.69 ± 3.5 39.34 ± 4.62a 46.43 ± 4.05b
Collagen (%) 15.82 ± 1.63 3.16 ± 2.17a 5.61 ± 5.10ab
Elastin (%) 34.46 ± 2.5 57.84 ± 3.52a 47.52 ± 8.76ab
Elastic tissues (%) 50.28 ± 3.52 61.00 ± 5.19a 53.13 ± 4.72b
Table 1: Relative percentage of the arterial wall constituents evaluated by
histological techniques. Elastic tissue is the total sum of elastin and collagen [2].
a P < 0.05 with respect to the carotid artery.
b P < 0.05 with respect to the ascending artery.
For these cells to receive nutrients and remove waste, there are small vessels in
these walls that allow for this exchange and are known as vasa vasorum [1]. There are
also minute nerves, nervi vasorum, within the walls that allow for the control of smooth
muscle contraction and dilation [1]. Arteries and veins have three unique tissue layers,
tunica intima, tunica media, and tunica externa, which can be seen in Figure 1. In Table
2, a comparison is provided of the three layers in the artery and veins.
Vessel Layer Arteries Veins
Tunica Intima ● Endothelium appearance is wavy due to
the constriction of smooth muscle.
● Internal elastic membrane present in
larger vessels.
● Endothelium is smooth
● No internal elastic membrane present.
Tunica Media ● The thickest layer of the wall in most
arteries.
● Predominantly smooth muscle cells and
elastic fibers, the ratio varies depending
on the distance from the heart.
● External elastic membrane present in
larger vessels.
● Thinner than the tunica externa.
● Predominantly smooth muscle cells and
collagenous fibers.
● Nervi vasorum and vasa vasorum are
present.
● No external elastic membrane present.
Tunica Externa ● Thinner than the tunica media expect for
in the largest arteries.
● Composed of collagenous and elastic
fibers
● Nervi vasorum and vasa vasorum are
present.
● Thickest layer in veins.
● Predominantly collagenous and smooth
fibers.
● Smooth muscle fibers are present.
● Nervi vasorum and vasa vasorum are
present.
Table 2: Comparison of the three distinct layers in arteries and veins [1].
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Types of Arteries
Arteries conduct blood away from the heart. The thick walls of these blood
vessels allow for it to resist blood flowing from the heart at high pressure. Arteries closer
to the heart have a higher level of elastic fibers within their tunics. This type of artery is
known as an elastic artery, their elastic fibers allow them to expand as blood is pumped
from the ventricles and then return to normal once it passes. This elastic recoil allows
for the pressure gradient to be maintained throughout the arterial system.
Further from the heart, the ratio of elastic fibers to smooth muscle cells changes
in favor of the smooth muscle cells. At this point, this type of artery is considered
muscular arteries and plays an essential role in vasoconstriction. From the muscular
arteries, blood is distributed to the vast network of arterioles. It is important to note that
there is no distinct line of separation of elastic and muscular arteries, but a gradual
transition.
Figure 2: General structure of elastic artery (left) & muscular artery (right) [1].
1.2 Biomechanics of Blood Vessels
Blood vessels are an essential component of proper cardiac function. The walls
of the blood vessels are consistently subjected to a variety of mechanical stresses in
vivo. Several key aspects to the mechanical properties of blood vessel walls, large
deformations, non-linear behavior, incompressibility, viscoelasticity, and anisotropy [3].
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Large Deformations and Non-Linear Behavior
Blood vessels can experience large levels of deformation and a wide range of
physiological strains, which can be seen in Table 3. The arterial wall exhibits
strain-hardening properties, as the elasticity of the wall is dependent on the magnitude
of pressure [3]. Blood vessels are deformable below the physiological pressure range,
while at levels above the physiological range the vessel is stiffer. The non-linearity of the
stress-strain behavior of blood vessels can be attributed to the alignment of the collagen
fibers in the vessel walls. In locations of low pressure, collagen fibers remain wavy and
do not align with the circumferential, while elastic fibers remain straight. Under high
pressure, the collagen fibers become straight and stretch, thus resulting in the blood
vessel strain hardening [3].
Researcher Specimen Strain Rate
Mohan [4] Human aortic tissue Quasi-static: 0.01 - 0.07s-1; Dynamic: 80 - 100 s-1
Stemper [5] Porcine aorta tissue Loading Rate (1 - 500 mm/s): 0.062 ± 0.001 - 30.992 ± 2.410s-1
Table 3: Strain rates of different arterial tissue found by researchers
Incompressibility
Soft tissue is mainly composed of water; for example, canine arterial walls have a
total volume that is 70% water content [3]. From this, it can be inferred that since water
is incompressible, the arterial wall can be considered incompressible as well. This was
verified in a study that measured the volumetric strain change of the dog thoracic aorta
during an inflation-extension test [6]. The incompressibility of a blood vessel hinges on
whether the volumetric strain is negligible in comparison to the other strains in response
to applied stress. The researchers found that the mean volumetric strain was 0.06%
when the mean strain in the longitudinal direction was 40% and in the circumferential
direction was 70% [6].
Viscoelasticity
Elastic materials and tissues are capable of being deformed when stretched and
then return to their original form when source stress is removed. Viscous materials
9
deform linearly with time as stress is applied. Viscoelastic material contains elements of
both types of materials and exhibits time-dependent strain. Large blood vessels
experience the effects of viscoelasticity, but the effect of viscoelasticity on mechanical
properties is relatively small. Change in stiffness in the vessel due to change in strain
(under physiological pressure conditions) is around 10%, thus large vessels can be
treated as elastic tubes [3]. However, the effects of viscoelasticity can be greater in
smaller arteries and cannot be disregarded. Under high blood pressure conditions, the
stress-strain behavior in blood vessels may be non-linear (hyperelastic).
It is crucial to understand the dynamic mechanical properties of arteries due to
the cyclic stretching that occurs during the cardiac cycle. Two important parameters for
understanding dynamic mechanical properties ΔDo are changes in the outer diameter
and the amplitude of pressure waveform ΔPi at various frequencies [3]. These two
parameters can then be used in understanding the viscoelasticity of the arteries. The
incremental elastic modulus Einc is obtained by ΔDo/ΔPi, which is then used in two
viscoelastic parameters. The dynamic elastic modulus Edyn and the loss elastic modulus
ηω with consideration of the phase lag ΔΦ between the diameter and pressure
waveform, equations are displayed in Figure 3a [3]. In Figure 3b, a graph is presented
of the dynamic elastic modulus with a normalized incremental elastic modulus at static
conditions [3].
Figure 3: (a) Dynamic elastic modulus of various arteries obtained from dogs. (b)
Equations for dynamic elastic modulus Edyn and the loss elastic modulus ηω [3].
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Anisotropy
The major components of blood vessels such as collagen, elastin, and smooth
muscle are primarily oriented in the circumferential-longitudinal plane [3]. The
mechanical properties of arteries depend on these individual components and their
orientations, hence why the mechanical properties of the radial direction differ from the
ones of circumferential and longitudinal directions. Evidence has shown anisotropic
behavior even in the circumferential-longitudinal plane, uniaxial tensile testing has
shown results that the tensile strength of the aortas is a greater circumferential plane
than in the longitudinal plane [3].
1.3 Types of Stresses in Blood Vessels
Blood vessels are subjected to several forms of stress in the circulatory system.
These stresses are influenced by the ever-changing environment in the blood vessel.
Shear stress is a tangential force that blood exerts as it runs parallel to the vessel wall
due to friction [7]. Increased shear stress on the blood vessel is influenced by a
decrease in the vessel’s diameter with increased blood flow and viscosity [7]. This
prompts the vessel to dilate, increasing the diameter and returning the blood flow to
normal parameters. Circumferential stress is the perpendicular force that intraluminal
pressure applies to vessel walls [7]. When the wall thickness of the blood vessels
decreases, the diameter of the lumen increases along with blood pressure [7].
Subsequently, the circumferential stress on the blood vessels rises, which then triggers
blood vessels to increase wall thickness to normalize the blood pressure. Axial stress
on the blood vessel increases when there is an increase from the longitudinal force and
a decrease in the vessel’s diameter and wall thickness [7]. The result of this increased
stress is an increase in the length of the blood vessel. Radial stress is defined as a
compressive value equal to the negative internal pressure applied to the arterial wall [8].
In Figure 4, the illustration shows the applied stresses across the arterial wall. Table 4
provides stress ranges that specific arteries experience during normal physiological
conditions.
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Figure 4: Depiction of the different types of stress on the arterial wall (right).
Equations for the circumferential, axial, radial, and shear stresses (left) [7,9].
Table 4: The computed mean of the circumferential, axial, and radial stresses
within the carotid arterial wall during the cardiac cycle [10].
Mechanical Properties of Atheroma
Under high blood pressure, the soft tissue in the atheroma cap can tear/fissure
causing a plaque rupture. From previous studies, it has been accepted that plaque
rupture occurs when the ultimate stress (failure stress) of the cap tissue is surpassed
[12]. It is critical to have accurate information on the mechanical properties (elastic
constants and ultimate stress) of healthy and diseased blood vessels as it is the main
determinant when analyzing plaque rupture [12]. Table 5 contains the mechanical
properties of healthy and atherosclerotic plaque specimens obtained from the human
aorta, iliac, carotid, and coronary blood vessels.
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References Year Elastic modulus (kPa) Ultimate stress (kPa) Tissue Method
Lendon et al. 1988 一 12–1938 C, Cap Thoracic aorta,
Isolated cap
Uniaxial tensile test
Lendon et al. 1991 一
一
~590 ± 100 C, Healthy
~200 ± 50 C, Cap
Aorta, Isolated cap Uniaxial tensile test
Lee et al. 1991 510 ± 220 R, Ce
900 ± 220 R, HCe







at 1 Hz, LEM
Lee et al. 1992 41 ± 19 NF
82 ± 33 F








Lendon et al. 1993 一 100 and 500 Aorta 一
Cheng et al. 1993 一 545 ± 160 C, Hist,
Ruptured
Coronary 2D FEA, LEM
Loree et al. 1994 927 ± 468 C, Ce
2312 ± 2180 C, HCe
1466 ± 1284 C, Cal





Huang et al. 2001 一
一
286 C, Hist, Stable
458 C, Hist, Ruptured
Coronary 2D FEA, SEDF using
Mooney-Rivlin material







179 ± 56 In, Cal
489 ± 186 C, In, NAth
944 ± 272 L, In, NAth
255 ± 80 C, In, Cap
469 ± 100 L, In, Cap
777 ± 336 C, In, F
278 ± 98 L, In, F
Iliac Single-cycle quasi-static
uniaxial tensile test,
followed by a tensile test
to failure
Holzapfel et al. 2005 8 ± 5 C, Ad, μ
39 ± 33 L, Ad, k1
1 ± 1 C, Me, μ
22 ± 7 L, Me, k1
28 ± 11 C, In,  μ
264 ± 491 L, In, k1
1430 ± 604 C, Ad, NAth
1300 ± 692 L, Ad, NAth
446 ± 194 C, Me, NAth
419 ± 188 L, Me, NAth
394 ± 223 C, In, NAth






Ebestein et al. 2009 230 ± 210 Thrombus
270 ± 150 F
2100 ± 5400 Par, Calc, F






Barret et al. 2009 21 – 300 F 一 Carotid Indentation test






1996 ± 867 L, Ad
519 ± 270 L, Me
1047 ± 536 L, W
1802 ± 703 C, Ad
1230 ± 533 C, Me
1022 ± 427 C, W
Carotid Uniaxial tension test
SEDF using first
Piola-Kirchoff stress
Maher et al. 2009 23 ± 34 C10
65 ± 106 C01
一
一
Carotid Uniaxial tensile test
SEDF using Mooney-
13
817 ± 2441 C20
206 ± 461 C11





Claes et al. 2010 一 390 ± 70 C, W, NAth Coronary,
Non-atherosclerotic
Uniaxial tensile test
Sommer et al. 2010 28 ± 14 L, Whole
77 ± 23 L, Ad
97 ± 10 L, Me-In
55 ± 9 C, Whole
140 ± 24 C, Ad




















366 ± 220 C, W Carotid Uniaxial tensile test
Kural et al. 2012 8 ± 3 L, LM
17 ± 19 C, LM
97 ± 31 L, HM
90 ± 39 C, HM
1 ± 0 L, LM
1 ± 0 C, LM
5 ± 0 L, HM

















Biaxial tensile test. Low
and high modulus from 2
linear regions of
stress-strain curves.
Coronary: LM (15 ± 5),
HM (175 ± 25); Carotid
LM (7.5 ± 2.5), HM (45 ±
5) kPa
Karimi et al. [13] 2013 1550 ± 260 C, W, NAth
4530 ± 430 C, W, Cap
1440 ± 870 C, W, NAth
2080 ± 860 C, W, Cap
Coronary Uniaxial tensile test
Mulvihill et al. [14] 2013 一 342 ± 160 C, W, F,
Rupture
Carotid Uniaxial tension test.
FTIR and SEM analysis
of plaque.
Karimi et al. [15] 2017 833 A, W, NAth
410 C, W, NAth
1410 A, W, Cap
1538 C, W, Cap
210 A, W, NAth
280 C, W, NAth
1521 A, W, Cap
900 C, W, Cap
Coronary,  Isolated
cap
Uniaxial tensile test. Use
of ANNs algorithm to
predict directional
loadings
Barrett et al. [16] 2019 一
一
一
470 ± 80 C,  Spec Calc
270 ± 90 C, Diff Calc
520 ± 97 C, Conc  Calc
Carotid Uniaxial tension test.
Plaque classification via
Micro-CT.
Table 5: Elastic modulus and ultimate stress of human healthy vessels and
atherosclerotic plaque specimens [12].
Ce—cellular, HCe—hypocellular, Calc—calcified, F—fibrous, NF—non-fibrous, Spec—Speckled, Diff—Diffused,
Conc—Concentric, L—longitudinal, C—circumferential, R—radial, A—Axial,  NAth—non-atherosclerotic, Hist—histology
cross-section, LEM—linear elastic model, QSF—cubic strain function, FEA—finite element analysis, SEDF—strain energy
density function, FTIR—Fourier transform infrared, SEM—scanning electron microscopy, ANNs—Artificial Neural
Networks, μ, k1, Cij, i + j = 1,2 are material constants of the hyperelastic model.
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1.4 Types of Tensile Testing
Uniaxial Tensile Testing
The most common technique used to study the non-linear stress-strain
mechanical behavior of isotropic soft tissues in an in vitro environment is the uniaxial
tensile test. Uniaxial tensile testing is a fundamental material science and engineering
test in which a sample is subjected to a controlled elongation until failure in one
direction to understand how the applied displacement affects the tissue in such a
direction. Throughout the test, the reaction force from the sample and the change in its
length is continuously measured. These recordings at failure, allow researchers for the
measurement of the breaking strength, maximum elongation, and ultimate tensile
strength. Changes in length and width within the gauge region of the sample, are also
used to measure the axial strain and the reduction in the cross-section area of the
sample. From those measurements, several material constants can be determined (i.e.
Shear and bulk moduli, Poisson's ratio, yield strength, and strain-hardening).
From the various uniaxial techniques employed in previous studies, the testing
protocols share a similar set of parameters. The acquisition of the arterial tissue (aorta,
iliac, coronary, etc) is usually done through surgical removal or autopsy [17]. These
extracted arteries can usually be refrigerated for at least 24 hours or cryopreserved.
With the acquired arterial tissue, specimens can be excised from the tissue as ASTM
standard dumbbell shape testing samples. During the experiment, specimens should be
tested in an environment that is at room temperature (37°C) and kept moist, a common
solution used is Ringer’s solution [17]. Depending on the study, the arterial specimen
can be tested as a whole or by the separate layers of the tissue (Adventitia, Media, &
Intima). Before the testing begins, it is recommended to pre-load and pre-condition the
specimen. Specimens are pre-loaded with 0.1 N as it eliminates slack and closely
replicates residual stress conditions than are found in vivo [17]. Pre-conditioning
removes the effects of strain hardening and allows it to imitate in vivo conditions,
usually, 5 to 10 loading cycles are performed [17]. For the gripping mechanism, clamps
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with sandpaper or cardboard are shown to be the optimal method for minimizing
slippage and tearing at the clamp [17].
As mentioned earlier, because of the anisotropic nature of arterial tissue, uniaxial
tensile tests are performed in one direction, typically circumferential or longitudinal, to
obtain direction-dependent mechanical properties. The measured values of the study
are the applied load, the initial/final specimen dimensions, and the start/end time. The
values that are calculated after the test are the stretch (extension) value, the
engineering stress, the true stress (if the specimen is considered incompressible), the
engineering strain rate, and the true strain rate (if the specimen is considered
incompressible). Failure (ultimate) stress and stretch values are documented in uniaxial
studies that perform failure tests.
Importantly, since arterial tissue is anisotropic, meaning its mechanical behavior
differs based on the direction in which the stress is applied, uniaxial tensile testing can
be used in samples prepared along different directions (i.e. axial, circumferential) to
determine the mechanical properties in such orientations. However, uniaxial tensile
testing is not sufficient to investigate the full mechanical behavior of arteries, and other
tests such as biaxial and compression/indentation, under quasi-static, dynamic, and
cyclic loading provide additional information on the behavior of anisotropic arteries.
Biaxial Tensile Testing
Biaxial studies are the natural extension of uniaxial tensile testing as they are
useful for investigating the anisotropic mechanical behavior of soft tissue and tissue-like
specimens. Planar biaxial testing applies displacement in two orthogonal directions (i.e.
x and y) simultaneously, allowing researchers to characterize both the longitudinal and
shear behavior of the sample, and thus the corresponding stiffness and strength in
longitudinal and shear loading. Biaxial testing was originally developed for the study of
the mechanical behavior of rubbers and then adopted in the biomechanics field by
adapting such testing to biological tissues.
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A few experimental challenges of biaxial testing in biological tissues are
specimen size, gripping mechanisms (slippage or damage), and specimen-to-specimen
variability [18]. Biaxial tensile testing is far more complex than uniaxial tensile testing as
there is a need to control two boundary conditions that correspond to the axes [18]. This
allows for the edges of the specimen to expand freely in the lateral directions, and the
central region to have uniform stress and strain states that can be analyzed. This target
region’s dimensions are restricted by the need to be large enough for accurate data
analysis, but small enough to not be affected by the gripping mechanisms. The strain is
usually measured optically to avoid mechanical interference during testing.
The testing protocols discussed in the Uniaxial Tensile Testing section are
generally the same procedure followed in the biaxial techniques except for two
parameters. Depending on the study and the available tissue to excise from, the
geometry of the specimen will vary between square or cruciform. The geometry of the
specimen also affects the parameter of the gripping mechanism utilized in the biaxial
study. If the specimen is square, the gripping method commonly varies between sutures
and rakes. In this case, the central target region should be sufficiently small and located
away from the outer edges to avoid influence from tethering effects [18]. For cruciform
specimens, the only possible gripping method is to clamp with the addition of
sandpaper/adhesive to minimize slippage.
1.5 Tissue Storage
Once a tissue sample is removed from a subject/donor, there is a set amount of
time before the sample completely degrades. It is necessary to have an effective
method of storage to slow the degradation when testing cannot be done immediately.
Investigations from Adham et al. on the effects of long-term refrigeration (4-31 days) on
arterial tissue have found that there are no significant effects on tissue stiffness [19].
However, other studies show that refrigeration times between 24 to 48 hours could
significantly affect the ultimate stress and Young's modulus of arterial tissue [20]. A
more recent study from O’Leary et al. found that porcine aortic tissue samples could be
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frozen for one year without any significant effects on mechanical behavior [21]. With
this in mind, it is recommended that arterial tissue samples should be tested within 24
hours of excision, however, the sample can be frozen and tested within a year with no
effect on the mechanical properties [20].
1.6 Physiological Conditions
To properly understand the mechanical properties of arterial tissue, it is important
to replicate the in vivo environment in the in vitro system. If the tissue were to be dry, it
would result in a higher level of tissue stiffness. When testing, the tissue should be in a
bath of a physiological solution such as Ringer solution or phosphate-buffered saline
and at a temperature of 37 degrees Celsius [20]. A majority of studies perform tissue
testing at room temperature, but ideally, it should be at the physiological temperature of
37 degrees Celsius for the proper measurements.
1.7 Tissue Preconditioning
The concept of tissue preconditioning is subjecting a tissue sample to a series of
loading-unloading cycles to promote a stress-strain response. It has been widely agreed
that preconditioning is necessary when testing arterial tissue, however, there is no
standard method to use vascular study [20]. Depending on the strain imposed during
preconditioning, it has a great effect on decreasing tissue stiffness [20]. If these
preconditioned tissue samples are left to have a long relaxation period (~24 hours),
there is a reset in the mechanical behavior [20]. With this in mind, the preconditioning
protocol must be similar to the testing protocol in terms of strain-level [20]. If the
maximum strain of the testing protocol is tissue failure, it is advised to mimic strain
levels of normal physiological conditions. It is also recommended that a maximum of 10





A common attachment method used in tensile testing of square vascular
specimens is a suture-based pulley system (Figure 5 (left)). The specimen is tethered
on each side, typically a set of four sutures. These sutures are passed through the
specimen using a needle or hook and looped around its respective pulley. This
procedure needs to be performed with extreme caution and precision without tearing the
sample [22]. Testing with a suture-based pulley system allows for uniformed force, but it
does not ensure uniform displacement [23]. It requires time and precision to attach each
suture, as it needed to space each one evenly from the edges. The looping of the
sutures could also cause unnecessary pre-loading on the specimen and limits the
reusability of the specimen once punctured.
Rakes
Another common attachment method for tensile testing is rakes (Figure 5 (mid)).
The rakes allow for more uniform load distribution, but the applied load was
discontinuous [23]. This rake-based system works in a similar function as the sutures
except the rakes puncture the specimen and remain there. However, these puncture
points in the specimen could cause the specimen to tear during elongation, thus
rendering it useless for the study.
Clamps
The clamps provide one of the fastest and easiest ways to load and allow for the
reusability of specimens (Figure 5 (right)). This gripping mechanism allows applying a
uniform load across the entire edge, ensuring that the entire specimen is being
stretched when loaded. However, it is important to have a correctly shaped specimen. If
a square specimen is used in a biaxial tensile test, an issue might arise where
stress-shielding would affect the region of interest (ROI), altering the mechanical
properties [23].
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Figure 5: Suture-Pulley System (left), Rake-Pulley System (mid), and Clamps
(right) [26,27].
The introduction of the cruciform specimen allowed for load redistribution and
prevented the stress-shielding of the ROI. With the four edges being clamped, more of
the applied load reaches the central region instead of the area between clamps [24]. It
is important to note that at the intersection of the arms of the cruciform that there are
stress concentrations that could prevent a portion of the applied load from reaching the
ROI [24]. To reduce this effect, the intersection should have the correct radius to reduce
stress concentration.
A uniaxial tensile study done by the Robertson group highlights the importance of
the specimen shape and gripping method. The research group set out to find a
specimen geometry and clamping condition that could achieve consistent failure in the
mid-region of the arterial tissue specimen [25]. For the assessment of failure location,
the two geometries that were studied were dogbone (dumbbell) and rectangular [25].
For comparison of commonly used clamping conditions, sandpaper and foam tape
inserts were assessed [25]. The statistics from the study showed that mid-region failure
was achieved in 94% of the dogbone specimens, while only 14% of the rectangular
samples failed in the mid-region, and the other 86% failing close to the clamps [22]. It
was also noted that mid-region failure of the specimen favored being abrupt, and
caused by cracking on necking [25]. Failure at the clamp favored being gradual and
delamination, which is not seen in mid-region failure [25]. Table 6 details the failure
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testing of sheep carotid artery specimens, while Table 7 details the failure testing of
human basilar artery specimens [25].
Table 6: Results of failure test conducted on sheep carotid artery specimens [25].
Table 7: Results of failure test conducted on human basilar artery specimens [25].
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Adhesives
To reduce the slippage of the specimen when using clamps with lower applied
pressure, an adhesive is used to secure it. Though adhesives on the ends of the
specimen allow for a great reduction of movement of the specimen within the grips,
there several issues that arise from its use. The soft tissue’s overall load-bearing ability
could be compromised due to the internal shearing at the ends of the specimen being
coated with adhesive [28]. There is also the possibility that the adhesive is not properly
applied to the specimen, which could cause a discrepancy in the calculated mechanical
properties of the specimen. As the specimen that is being used is soft tissue, it contains
water, which would make it challenging to apply the adhesive that is not specialized to
be used with soft tissue [28].
1.9 Engineering Stresses/Strains and True Stresses/Strains
In a uniaxial tensile test, the specimen is clamped into a loading frame and
subjected to a controlled displacement, leading to elongation or stretch of the sample,
L-L0 = L. The engineering normal strain or nominal strain (εE) of a sample axially∆
loaded is expressed as the change in length ΔL per unit of the original length L of the
line element or fibers. The normal strain is positive if the material fibers are stretched
and negative if they are compressed. The stretch ratio or extension ratio (λ) is defined
as the ratio between the final length (L), and the initial length (L0), of the sample. A load
cell is also used to provide an electronic reading of the load (F) applied to the sample
during a tensile test. The engineering stress, denoted by (σE), is determined by the ratio
of the measured load and the initial cross-sectional area (A0) of the sample [29]. The
engineering strain (εE) is determined as the ratio of the measured stretch ratio and initial
length (L0) [29]. The engineering stress and strain equation (Eq. 1 and Eq .2,
respectively) are the followings [29]:
,
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Importantly, the cross-section area of a soft tissue sample would often decrease
during the tensile test. Therefore, measurements of Engineering stresses and strains
are not accurate for samples that exhibit such behavior. True stresses and strains are
“corrected” measures of Engineering stresses and strains in that the calculated stresses
are not referred to the initial cross-section, but instead “adjust” the computed stresses
as the cross-section area of the sample decreases during the tensile test. True stress
(σT) and strain (εT) provide a more accurate measure of the material’s mechanical
response than engineering stress and strain. The true strain equation (Eq. 3) can be
defined as the sum of all existing engineering strains [29]:
Also, if biological tissues are considered as incompressible materials, with zero change
in volume during tensile testing [29]. It can be assumed:
and with this the true stress equation (Eq. 4)  [29]:
With these equations, the true stress-strain curve can be calculated, along with the
ability to create a constitutive model. Figure 6 - 8 presents several stress-stretch curves
of different types of arteries showing a high variability in the results [14]. In Figure 9,
presents the stress-stretch results of five samples from a study done by Richardson on
human coronary plaques in the axial and circumferential directions [14].
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Figure 6: Cauchy stress-stretch curve of human aortic plaques. (A) and (B) Data
ranges grouped by plaque type from the Loree and Lendon studies, respectively.
(C) and (D) Graphed rupture points grouped by location and type in the
circumferential direction. (E) and (F) Graphed rupture points grouped by location
and type in the axial direction [17].
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Figure 7: Cauchy stress-strain curve data on human carotid plaques. (A) Data
range plotted by disease location and (C) are the graphed rupture points in the
circumferential direction from the Maher, Lawlor and Mulvihill studies. (B) and (D)
Rupture points plotted by disease location in the axial and circumferential
directions, respectively, from the Teng study [17].
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Figure 8: Cauchy stress-stretch curve of human iliac plaques of the Holzapfel. (A)
and (C) Data are from the circumferential direction; (B) and (D) Data are from the
axial direction. (A) and (B) Data range plotted by disease location; (C) and (D)
Rupture points plotted by disease location [17].
Figure 9: Cauchy stress-stretch curve of human coronary plaques from
Richardson study [17].
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An important factor in obtaining the ultimate tensile stress and strain of arterial
tissue is the geometry of the specimen that is being tested. If the rupture does not occur
in the center region of the specimen, the ultimate tensile stress obtained may be
skewed. In Table 7, there is a comparison of the ultimate stress of human basilar artery
specimens of different geometry. From the table, it shows the dumbbell specimens had
consistently higher ultimate tensile stress than the rectangular specimen. A study
conducted by Holzapfel explored the underlying mechanics of rectangular specimens of
the adventitia, media, and intima of human coronary arteries with nonatherosclerotic
intimal thickening [30]. Table 8 details the mean ultimate tensile stresses (σult) and the
associated ultimate stretches (λult) of the individual layers of the tissue in two separate
orientations, which failed at the region of interest [30].
Table 8: The mean ultimate tensile stresses and stretches for samples obtained
from (adventitia, media, and intima) of the rectangular specimens in the
circumferential and longitudinal directions [30].
1.10 Constitutive Models
A soft tissue constitutive model represents the non-linear relation between stress
and strain that is specific to such biological material or substance and approximates the
response of that tissue to external forces. In biomedical research, constitutive modeling
is used to connect the stress-strain behavior to the tissue structure, to have these
mechanical behaviors of the tissue be used as a diagnostic tool. Some of the classic
equations that have been used for constitutive modeling of isotropic materials are
neo-Hookean, Mooney-Rivlin, and Ogden [29]. For incompressible systems, the
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Neo-Hookean model is defined as the general second-order strain-energy density
function [31]:
The variable C10 is a material parameter and I1 is an isotropic invariant that can be
expressed as [31]:
where “tr” is the trace operator and C = FTF, F is the deformation gradient. The
Mooney-Rivlin strain-energy density function supersedes the neo-Hookean model. This
model represents the third-order of incompressible systems and better defines shear
deformation. The Mooney–Rivlin strain-energy density function is [31]:
where C01 represents a material parameter and I2 is an isotropic invariant that can be
defined as [31]:
Since soft tissue presents a strain-hardening feature, an exponential form is
used. The Ogden model is a commonly used constitutive equation for isotropic
materials [32]:
where λk is a deformation value and k is the order of magnitude.
Isotropic constitutive equations were originally used for soft tissue, made of cells and
fibers when the mechanical influence of fibers could be neglected. However, most of
these equations were originally designed for rubber-like materials. Soft tissue is
anisotropic due to being composed of several different fiber-like oriented components
(elastin fibers, collagen, etc.) as well as having higher strain-hardening properties than
rubber-like materials. This led to the development of specific constitutive equations that
could account for the important changes in the slope of the strain-stress curve for
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moderate deformations. Anisotropic constitutive equations were necessary to capture
the true mechanical behavior of soft tissue. There are two important components to
creating an anisotropic constitutive equation. The equation is written as a sum of the
contribution of the components of the strain tensor and weight is chosen for each
component [31]. For anisotropic materials, the HGO model is utilized for the constitutive
equation [32]:
with,
where C10 depicts the isotropic behavior of the artery’s non-collagenous matrix and is
related to the shear modulus μ by the equation:
The parameters k1 and k2 are constants that define the anisotropic behavior of vascular
tissue and the parameter κ represents the level of dispersion in the fiber direction [32].
The first deviatoric strain invariant is represented by Ī1 and Ī4i = A0i:Ć, A0i = a0iⓍ a0i are
the invariants of the distortional part of the right Cauchy-Green strain Ć [32].
Fung and several co-researchers use a general form of the strain energy density
function [8,17,18,31]:
where c is a material parameter and Q is a function of the strain components and can
be written as [17,31]:
,
Eϴϴ and Ezz are Green strains in the circumferential (θ) and axial directions (z), bi is the
material parameter that governs the non-linearity of the tissue [8]. Examples of this
model in use can be drawn from the studies of Sundt III and Tseng. The stress-strain
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data obtained from their studies were optimized for the Fung model, which allowed for
the theoretical calculation of Cauchy stresses. In Table 10 and Table 11, the material
parameters are outlined for both studies.
Table 10: Optimized material parameters of the Fung Model for the Sundt III study
[17].
Table 11: Coefficients to Fung Strain Energy Functions for aTAA and Ascending
Aorta [18].
The following graphs demonstrate the curve-fitting of the constitutive models against
experimental data from different studies:
Figure 10: Curve fitting experimental data of chloroprene rubber with
Neo-Hookean model [33].
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Figure 11: Curve fitting experimental data of chloroprene rubber with Mooney-
Rivlin model [33].
Figure 12: Curve fitting experimental data of chloroprene rubber with Ogden 3rd
order Model [33].
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Figure 13: Stress-strain curve simulated by the HGO model using experimental
results of Holzapfel study on the layers of the coronary artery [30, 34].
Figure 14: Experimental data of soft tissue with the Fung Model curve fitting [35].
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1.11 Non-Contact Strain Elastography
Strain elastography is the comparison of two different deformation states in a
specimen under investigation [36]. The first state would be where the specimen is
mechanically unloaded or not deformed, and the second state would be where the
specimen is mechanically loaded or deformed. Comparing these two datasets allows for
the elastic properties of tissue to be obtained. In the strain elastography approach
performed in this study, the technique that is being used is digital image correlation
(DIC). A sequence of two or more images at different loading states are analyzed, from
an unloaded to a loaded state, and speckles that were placed on the surface of the
sample are tracked over time to characterize the field of displacements and strains. A
displacement vector can be obtained by comparing the corresponding speckles, as
shown in Figure 15, via cross-correlation of images.
Figure 15: The working principle of digital image correlation [36].
When performing digital image correlation, several design rules need to be taken
into account. When applying speckles to a specimen, they should be distributed
homogeneously to improve the detection probability [36]. As the region of interest can
be divided into a grid, the speckles must be smaller than these subdivisions [36].
Speckles near the subdivision lines should still be accounted for in datasets [36]. It is
also important the in-plane rotation of the specimen does not exceed 10 degrees [36].
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Chapter 2: Objectives of the Study
2.1 General Objective
The human fibroatheroma cap rupture in coronary vessels is at the origin of
millions of myocardial infarctions globally. However, the many factors playing a role in
such a process are not fully understood. There is a need for the development of
laboratory models that can accurately replicate the biomechanical behavior of soft
tissues, and in particular, the ultimate stress in fibroatheroma. In this study, we aim to
investigate the biomechanics of different elastomer materials that can be used as
laboratory models to replicate coronary arteries’ ultimate tensile stress (0.3 - 1.5 MPa).
To this end, we seek to develop, test, and validate a uniaxial/biaxial tensile system with
the capability of testing small specimens under physiological conditions until rupture.
The biomechanical testing system should allow us to characterize the iso/anisotropic
mechanical properties of different elastomer (phantom) laboratory models, and
determine the most adequate elastomer formulation with similar mechanical rupture
properties to human coronary samples.
2.2 Specific Objectives
The biomechanics testing device comprises the following subsystems: the
actuators for uni/biaxial motion, motion control system, the force sensors, the signal
conditioner and digitizer, the gripping mechanism, the specimen chamber, the
temperature control, the digital image acquisition, and the computer with software.
Therefore, we defined several specific objectives for the development, test, and
validation of the subsystems needed in our instrument.
First, to appropriately design this instrument and its subsystems, we researched
the prior art of whole uni/biaxial systems currently available and identified the required
specifications of the several components in such systems. By doing so, it was possible
to have a better understanding of the technical aspects required by the tensile system.
Second, we aimed to determine a set of design specifications that would fit the needs of
our study. Third, several design concepts will be evaluated against the product design
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specifications. Fourth, the ones that most appropriately fit within the parameters of
specifications will be chosen for our final design.
Once we have evaluated and chosen the subsystems of our device, we will
analyze any compatibility issues and will build a system prototype and a final device.
During the prototyping phase, we will validate each of the chosen instrument
subsystems and ensure each one is performing with high precision and accuracy. With
our assembled final device, we will perform tensile testing on laboratory models or
tissue-mimicking phantoms.
The laboratory models will be created from a standardized procedure with
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) or silicone elastomer. To characterize the mechanical
properties of our laboratory models, a series of uniaxial and biaxial tests will be
performed. Dumbbell-shaped specimens will be used for our uniaxial test and
cruciform-shaped specimens will be used for our biaxial testing.
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Chapter 3. Instrument Prior Art
3.1 Uniaxial/Biaxial Tensile Systems
Biomomentum Mechanical Tester Model Mach-1 V500CSS [37]
The Mach-1 models are micromechanical
testing systems that are used in various
configurations to evaluate the mechanical
properties of tissues and soft materials. The
modular design, small footprint, and
customization features of the machines allow for
versatility in numerous biological, biomaterial,
and material testing applications. It can perform
high-precision, multiple-axis testing in
compression, tension, shear, and indexation, in
various modes including dynamic, static, and
waveform loading. Figure 16: Mach-1 V500CSS [37]
Key Features
Listed below are features highlighted in device specifications:
● The system can be placed in an incubator for testing at temperatures of up to
37°C for characterization and mechanical stimulation of tissue-engineered
constructs.
● User-friendly software for effective data collection and simplified analysis.
● Accurately characterizes specimens with low mechanical properties or with
dimensions falling within the micrometer to centimeter range.
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Tytron 250 Microforce Testing System [38]
The Tytron 250 Microforce Testing System is designed specifically for testing
small specimens with low loads ranging from 0.001 N to 250 N, for a highly accurate
"microforce" uniaxial testing system. A basic Tytron 250 system configuration includes a
load unit, TestStar IIs control system, an amplifier, and software.
A full range of grips, load cells, and environmental chambers ensures that you
can configure the system to meet any special needs. This system provides precise
control for static and dynamic testing. It includes an advanced linear servo motor and a
high-speed digital control which gives the system unmatched speed, frequency, and
strain ranges.
Key Features
Listed below are features highlighted in device specifications:
● Coupled linear DC servomotor capable of speeds ranging from 1µm/hour to
0.5m/sec.
● High-stiffness, thin-film air bearing for frictionless actuator motion.
● High-speed digital control using the TestStar IIs control system has been
modified with special enhancements and tuning parameters to support precise,
high-resolution testing.
● State-of-the-art mechanical frame. Noise is minimized using very high damping
material, the same material used in some atomic force microscopes.
● Cable management and single interface access panel simplify system setup and
operation.
● The fully adjustable force reaction frame provides free space between the
actuator and load cell that is adjustable from 0 to 500 mm. This variability allows
the system to accommodate a wide range of specimens, fixtures, and chambers.
● Built-in storage area for accessories, specimens, and tools.
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Figure 17: Tytron 250 MTS [38]
ZwickRoell Biaxial Testing Machine [39]
The ZwickRoell machine was developed for mechanical testing of natural and
artificial elastic tissues. As biological tissues found in the body are continuously
exposed to multi-axial loads, research into this area calls for a testing machine capable
of applying multi-axial loads to the tissue specimen. The biaxial testing machine
incorporates four linear drives which are controlled independently of each other via
position, force, or strain. Force measurement is via (waterproof) load cells, two of each
in the X and Y directions. There are also four electronic measurement and control units
plus a fluid bath for optimum temperature conditioning of the sample.
Key Features
Listed below are features highlighted in device specifications:
● Liquid basin with optimal temperature control for the medium.
● Use of the non-contact laserXtens with videoXtens add-on allows for biaxial
strain measurement with just one extensometer. The specimen marking is
required with the videoXtens add-on if the specimen does not have an easily
discernible pattern. Specimen marking is not required if the laserXtens add-on is
included.
● The following specimen grips are available for this device:
○ Free-moving hooks paired with yarn and linked for flexibility.
○ Parallel-closing clamps with pin-plates.
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○ Parallel-closing clamps with pyramid jaws.
Figure 18: ZwickRoell BTM [39].
ADMET eXpert 8000 Series Planar Biaxial Test Machine [40]
ADMET eXpert 8000 Planar Biaxial Testing Systems are ideal for subjecting
biomaterials, elastomers, fiber-reinforced composites, films, plastic fabrics, and textiles
to a variety of different stress states and
measuring their mechanical response.
Since the stress and strain ranges of
interest can vary greatly depending on the
materials to be tested, ADMET eXpert
8000 Planar Biaxial Testing Systems are
engineered to meet your needs. As a
means of emulating real-world conditions,
the two orthogonal actuators can be
programmed to move independently or in a
coordinated motion under force or strain
control. Figure 19: ADMET eXpert 8000 Series[40].
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Key Features
Listed below are features highlighted in device specifications:
● Engineered to your specimen size, elongation, and test speed and force
specifications.
● Engineered special grips, fixtures, and jigs to ensure samples are properly
loaded in the machine.
● Capable of performing static and cyclic fatigue tests.
● A recirculating bath or heating elements are available for testing at elevated
temperatures in air or fluids.
● Offered with a 2D or 3D Digital Image Correlation (DIC) system for advanced
strain field measurements.
● Equipped with ADMET’s MTESTQuattro® Materials Testing System. Users can
specify simple, cyclic, or complex control profiles under force, position, or strain
control.
TA Instruments: ElectroForce Planar Biaxial TestBench Instrument [41]
The ElectroForce Planar Biaxial TestBench system offers control and
performance in material and soft tissue characterization. This instrument can help
assess mechanical anisotropy and the stress-strain relationships in wearable sensors,
wound repair meshes, skin, pericardium, and
heart valve leaflets. The testing system can
also be adjusted to be either two or four
ElectroForce linear motors mounted on a
baseplate and different load cell choices for
each axis of loading.
Figure 20:TA Instrument ElectroForce
Planar Biaxial TestBench [41].
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Key Features
Listed below are features highlighted in device specifications:
● Choose parameters for your test protocol without compromising accuracy,
including force, displacement, frequency, and wave shape (loading profile).
● Precisely characterize different materials by controlling specific experimental
parameters, including load, displacement, and strain control (with the Digital
Video Extensometer).
● Upgradable to a 4-motor configuration or add accessories such as a hook or
clamp tensile grips, heated saline bath, sterile BioDynamic chamber, or extended
stroke and torsion actuators.
● Ability to perform 2-D integrated non-contact strain measurements in a
physiologically relevant environment with the DVE.
CellScale BioTester [42]
The Biotester is based on a simple design to allow the user to focus on results
rather than perfecting the testing method. This
device features four high-performance actuators
with inline load cells, high-resolution CCD
imaging with image-based strain measurement
tools, several attachment options including
patented BioRakes for quick and reliable
specimen mounting, integrated temperature-
controlled media bath, and a user interface
software for simple, cyclic, relaxation, and
multi-modal testing with real-time feedback.
Figure 21: CellScale BioTester[42].
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Key Features
Listed below are features highlighted in device specifications:
● Software – BioTester’s setup, operation, and collection of data software modules
allows for simple execution of standard or customized test protocols.
● The following specimen grips are available for this device:
○ The BioRake – CellScale patented attachment, each set of
electro-mechanically sharpened rakes are attached to a common base to
allow simultaneous puncture.
○ Balanced Pulley – CellScale’s attachment method to ensure zero shear
stress during testing.
Device Strain Rate Load Cell Displacement Range Strain Force
Biomomentum [37] 0-50 mm/s 1.5-250 N 250 mm - -
Tytron 250 [38] 0.003-500 mm/s 0.001-250 N 100 mm 0.1% 0.1%
ZwickRoell [39] 0-100m/s 50-200 N 1050 mm - -
ADMET [40] - 0-3 kN - - -
TA ElectroForce [41] 0.003-300 mm/s 0.004-400 N 25 mm 0.5% 0.2%
CellScale [42] 0-10 mm/s 0.5-23 N 100 mm 0.2% 0.2%
Table 12: Tensile System Comparison Table
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3.2 Stretching Method
For biaxial testing, two types of methods can be performed, planar biaxial or
indenter/inflation stretching. Both methods result in stretching of the material, however,
each technique has its advantages and disadvantages [43].
Indentation/Inflation Planar
Advantages:
● Stretch occurs in all directions
● Minimal to no contact with the sample
Advantages:
● Level plane on which stretch occurs
● Versatility
Disadvantages:
● Difficult to implement and not as versatile
● Oftentimes costlier
Disadvantages:
● Direct contact with the sample is required
● Limits the mechanical properties measured
3.3 Actuation Method
For our system, it is important to take into consideration what our device will be
doing biaxial and uniaxial testing. When choosing an actuation method, it must be able
to perform these tasks as well as meet the criteria set forth by our design specification.
The actuation method must be able to replicate how the biological material would
behave in the in vivo environment. We must also take into consideration if the method is
easy to set up and implement into the device at a reasonable cost.
Generally, tensile systems utilize linear actuators, however, those actuators may
be of different types, such as electromechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic, etc. The
configuration of the actuators depends on the type of mechanical test that will be
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performed. For instance, the range of motion, strain rate, cyclic frequency, duty cycle,
etc. are parameters to be taken into consideration when choosing the actuator. Several
actuation methods will be evaluated based on the design specifications we established
for our desired actuators and load cells. We must also take into consideration how easy
it will be to implement the actuation system, as there is variation in complexity simply by
the number of moving parts or required materials to use.
Mechanical Linear Actuators
Linear actuators convert the rotational motion of a motor into the linear motion of
a leadscrew to displace an object some distance. Mechanical actuators are oftentimes
powered by different types of motors: DC, servo, and stepper motors are the most
common. Stepper motors also produce a high resolution of movement [44].
Pneumatic Control
Tissue testing devices can also operate via pneumatic control which involves
using positive or negative air pressure in a vacuum chamber to stretch a material. It is
also possible to use pneumatic linear actuators that use air pressure instead of a motor
to power its motion [44].
Piezoelectricity
The piezoelectric effect occurs in certain materials. Essentially, a mechanical
strain in certain materials produces an electrical current. The opposite is also true, by
applying a current to piezoelectric material causes mechanical strain. Tissue testing
devices take advantage of this effect by linking several blocks of piezoelectric material
to create displacement [44].
Electromagnets/Solenoids
Solenoids are also another popular option for tissue testing devices. Solenoids
are essentially wire that is tightly wound into a helical coil. Applying an electrical current
to the coil produces a magnetic field within the solenoid that can be used to pass
magnetic materials through it. Solenoid actuators operate by using this principle and
oftentimes use a guiding tube for the sliding metal tube to provide displacement [44].
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3.4 Gripping Mechanism
The challenges of the gripping mechanism in our system are attributed to the
fragility and size of our specimens. Another critical point is the formation of local stress
concentrations that can develop at gripping points which can lead to an unintended
rupture outside of the region of interest. There are different types of clamps used for
mechanical testing which vary depending on the material being tested. Choosing the
right clamp is necessary to ensure accurate results and to prevent slippage and
breaking. Below is a list of clamps available on the market:
Pneumatic Grips
Pneumatic grips have lever arms that actuate by an air cylinder built into the
grips. Depending on the material tested, the grip face can be picked to be rough, soft,
high friction wave profiles. These grips are suitable for flat samples such as thin sheets,
rubber, fabrics, and plastics and can produce up to 30 kN force. The grip opening can
go up to 50 mm [45].
Hydraulic Grips
Hydraulic grips are operated by hydraulic pumps to move the grips. The grips are
good for metal testing. The grips usually have a knob that needs to be manually
adjusted for tightening. These grips can produce a very high force of up to 3,000 kN
[46].
Mechanical Grips
Mechanical grips can be side action (vice) or wedge. Side action grips are wider
than the wedge grips and they have a bigger surface area and produce higher force.
These grips have screws or rotating knobs that need manual tightening. These grips are
compatible with flat samples such as metals and plastics. Side grips can produce up to
50 kN and wedge grips can produce up to 500 kN force [47, 48].
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Pinching Grips
Pinching grips are good for small force tests for small materials. These grips can
open up to 10 mm and produce force up to 2 kN. These grips are good for electronic
components and biomaterials [49].
Self-tightening Grips
Self-tightening grips are good for elastomeric and flexible materials. The grips
have spring roller brackets that adjust the pressure to give a strong non-slip grip on the
sample [50,51].
Capstan Bollard Grips
Capstan Bollard Grips have a loop system. The sample goes around the loop
and a clamp secures the free end. This method reduces sample slippage and sample
failure in the grip section. These grips are compatible with rope, thread, strap, and
string. These grips can also be paired with hydraulic, pneumatic, or mechanical grips.
These have a maximum force of 100 kN and an opening of 20 mm [52].
Thermo-electric Cooled Grips
Thermo-electric cooled grips cool and freeze the sample within the jaw area. The




The testing device uses pulleys with hooks attached to the tissue. Wires were
used to attach the hooks to the testing apparatus. There were four hooks on each side
of the tissue sample, two on each side of the wire that was moved by a pulley. The
pulleys were made of Teflon to reduce friction on the sutures. WinTest 7 was used to
manipulate the system [54].
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Another experiment also used a hook-pulley system on porcine aorta tissue. 8
Kevlar wire lines were used with 16 hooks. The hooks were applied 2 mm into the
20mm tissue sample [26].
Sutures
Gastric tissue samples were perforated with 9 equidistant steel wires. The steel
wires were 4 mm apart (note that the samples were 40 mm on each edge). The wires
were attached to plastic brackets on the arms. The movement of the arms was
computer-controlled [55].
Safety Pins
The experiment used safety pins to grip human and pig tissue specimens. The
pins were attached to an Instron biaxial testing system. The length of the specimen
ranged from 2.3 to 3 cm. The size of the pins was undisclosed [56].
Rakes
Porcine aortic valve tissue was cut into 6.5 x 6.5 mm2 squares. Four tungsten
rakes were attached to the Biotester equipment. The rakes had 0.7 mm indentations
[57]. For an experiment on porcine meniscal tissue, rakes were used to test 7 x 7 mm2
square specimens. The rakes were placed 6 mm apart. The material of the rakes and
the distance of indentations were not disclosed [58].
Types of Micro-Piercing and Adhesives
Polymer microneedles with concavities for drug dissolution
Minimally invasive microneedles were created as an alternative to transdermal
drug delivery, and diffusion success was recorded and analyzed. Microneedles were
elevated from the patch surface (by putting a cylindrical gap away from the needle end,
to lengthen the microneedle; referred to as the extended Pyramidal Microneedle).
Furthermore, they had a second set of novel microneedles that they labeled as a
metal-PDMS composite, where microneedles were fabricated with metal, softened with
DI water, and molded over with PDMS [59].
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Gantrez as the polymer for microneedles
Using specifically engineered Parafilm M and organic material, sheets with a
similar thickness to arterial walls were constructed (noted as membrane). Microneedles
synthesized by Gantrez polymers were inserted manually (m x n arrays of
microneedles) into the membrane. This was done by having a guide push the
microneedle into the tissue analog: with a guided setup rig allowing for one to press
down, applying a force that pushed the rig into the micron needles, allowing for guided
microneedle insertion without slippage or rupture. This is one-way microneedle insertion
into (quasi) tissue and can be done [60].
Electrically conductive microneedles
Microneedles were synthesized to insert them into the skin to further studies of
alternatives to transdermal diffusion of medicine. As the cross-sectional area of the
microneedle tip increases: the microneedle requires more force to be inserted and has a
higher fracture rate. As such, if a microneedle is employed for this biaxial testing device,
it must have the proper dimensions (length, width) to pierce soft tissues with
approximately 2 mm in thickness; whatever this specific thickness may be (something to
be determined and confirmed in the future). Microneedles used for this study were
made out of polyethylene terephthalate, and were coated with conductance to make
them electrically active. (Ti (350 nm)/Cu (6500 nm)/Ti (350 nm)). Although conductance
is not an explicit requirement, it is important to note that is an existing possibility for
microneedle fabrication [61].
Hemispherical microneedles
These types of microneedles are commonly used as indenters for indentation
testing of soft tissue. Hemispherical microneedles can be used in tensile testing as they
can hold the specimen in place with the benefit of not piercing it [62].
Using vibration (Specifically High-Q vibrational motion) with microneedles
One method that was used for microneedles insertion were using piezoelectric
motors to actuate movements of organic microneedles, where the microneedle was
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made of etched Parylene C, to drive the motion of the microneedle into skin using
vibration; with the explicit attempt of using vibration to keep the microneedle from
slipping out of skin [63].
Nano-adhesives
The primary focus of surgical glue (nano-adhesives) is to not produce swelling,
rejection, or infection. Biocompatible glue must therefore bear properties like human
tissue for wound healing. Mesoporous silicon nanoparticles are a popular form of
inorganic nano-adhesive, with high surface area and great biocompatibility. Silver
nanoparticles are also considered, but it has relatively slow ion release. Important to
tissue testing is how quickly the adhering would occur. Comparison of regular MSNs
and silver MSNs showed that silver MSN showed more impressive antibacterial activity
and a higher failure force [64].
Cyanoacrylate Glue
For uniaxial testing of swine brain tissue, the specimen was glued to the two
plates using a brand of cyanoacrylate named Zero-Time Jelly. Zero-Time Jelly is
surgical glue made largely of collagen, cyanoacrylate, and water. The bottom plate was
tightly screwed to the testing apparatus, while the top plate was exposed to uniaxial
loading [65]. A triaxial shear device also used cyanoacrylate adhesive to glue the
specimen onto the platform. Excess glue, tissue residue on the plates, and penetration
of the glue into the tissue sample were checked after testing. This was performed on 5
mm by 5 mm tissue samples [66]. Loctite super glue was used on a clamping rig used
to test the rupture of porcine aortic tissue. Therefore, it is noteworthy that maintaining
the tissue sample post-experiment was not a concern [67]. In one study, the corners of
the specimen are glued to the activator using ethyl-cyanoacrylate glue. The arms have
roughly a 1.8 mm thickness at largest. How the glue was applied to the tissue, and how
quickly it attached were not disclosed. Also worth noting is the need for homogenous
strain along the center of the tissue sample [68].
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Biocompatible Glues
One experiment performed biaxial testing on four different types of commercial
surgical glues to determine the most optimal (least stiffness). The glues were BioGlue,
CoSeal, Tisseel, and Crosseal. BioGlue was found to be stiffer than the other four.
CoSeal and Tisseel saw no significant difference in stiffness. However, Crosseal was
found to be more compliant than Tisseel [69]. Another experiment also compares the
biocompatibility and mechanical properties of surgical adhesives. Among CoSeal,
BioGlue, PreveLeak, and Tridyne VS, Tridyne was found to be the most cytocompatible.
Looking into the chemical construct of Tridyne and Crosseal may suggest alternatives
for glue-supported tissue testing [70].
3.5 Strain Measurement
With our device, we should calculate the tissue strains using a noninvasive
method during the tensile test. After researching several techniques of strain
measurement and their feasibility of being carried out, we will compare such
approaches against our desired design specifications. We will choose the strain
measuring technique that best fits within the confines of our desired criteria.
The Principle of Strain Elastography and Digital Image Correlation
The working principle of strain elastography is the assessment of tissue stiffness,
which is gathered from the comparison of tissue in an unstressed state to a stressed
state [36]. This can be broken down into three steps:
1. Excitation of the tissue sample by applying stress, whether it be mechanical,
vibrations, or shear.
2. Record the displacement caused by the tissue deformation due to the applied
stress on the tissue over a certain range of time.
3. Analyze the strain image created by the data that was collected during the
testing.
When performing strain elastography, the common type of loading that is being
associated with it is quasi-static [36]. Strain elastography has been combined with some
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well-established imaging techniques and has produced new ways to image strain and
obtain elastic properties such as the strain ratio and shear modulus [71].
In strain elastography, it is important to correctly understand image displacement
over a certain range of time. These were marker points, such as speckles or particles
are crucial to correctly imaging displacement over time. Design rules for the marker
points have been recommended for correlating the imaging device with the sample. The
following rules should be accounted for to ensure better imaging [36]:
● The testing site should be larger than the diameter of the marker (speckle,
particle, etc. that is being tracked.
● Adjacent testing sites should overlap to ensure that markers at the edge of a
testing site can still be tracked.
● Homogeneous distribution of marker points per testing site to ensure at least a
probability of detection that is 95%.
● The in-plane motion difference between each marker point should at least be
smaller than the diameter of the marker.
● Out of the plane motion of individual markers should at least be a quarter the
depth of field.
● The maximum in-plane rotation should not exceed 10 degrees.
● The maximum marker point displacement of half the size of the maker during
the camera integration time.
Methods of Strain Elastography
Ultrasound Elastography (USE)
This form of elastography is one of the most commonly used methods for strain
imaging. It formulates a strain image by comparing the difference between the loaded
and unloaded tissue sample [71]. Once the deformation is induced by the applied load,
the repeated displacement is registered by the ultrasound imaging software. The
images are added on the conventional B-mode, brightness mode image that is a
two-dimensional ultrasound image, displayed in a color map. Often, the red regions
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indicate soft tissue, while blue regions indicate hard tissue (high stiffness). This
qualitative evaluation varies amongst manufacturers, in parallel with the B-mode
images, these images can be superimposed into gray-scale images that have a refresh
rate equal to the grayscale to real-time elastography [72].
Optical Elastography
Optical coherence elastography (OCE) is based on low-coherence interferometry.
This form of elastography utilizes optics to characterize and map out the mechanical
properties, such as deformation in response to a load, of tissue samples. The typical
spatial resolutions of 5 - 15um, in which the axial direction is based on the coherence of
the optical source and the lateral direction by the width of the focused beam [73].
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) acquires images with dimensions of 10mm x
10mm x 2mm, which is done in less than 1 second [73]. To perform the OCE, a
mechanical load is applied to a tissue sample, then the resulting displacement is
tracked by speckle tracking or phase-sensitive detection. This allows tabulating the
strain ratio and the shear modulus of the tissue sample.
Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE)
Magnetic Resonance Elastography (MRE) uses a phase-contrast technique to
spatially map and measure the shear wave displacement patterns. The method of MRE
can be broken into three simple steps. Shear waves are first induced by an external
motor that produces frequencies ranging from 50 to 500 Hz, this is the applied load [74].
The waves that are created, are imaged by using the phase-contrast technique. This
allows for the data to be visualized as the quantitative measurement of acoustic strain
waves in the tissue samples that were subjected to mechanical loads. With the
generated images, the shear modulus to be calculated and shows stiffness through the
tissue [75].
3.6 Specimen Environment Control
While testing biological material, our system must be capable of replicating as
close as possible the in vivo environment they previously resided in. This will ensure the
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accuracy of the mechanical properties and prevent premature failure of tissue due to
drying. The testing of samples under physiological conditions depends on the
implementation of a specimen chamber that should provide the appropriate conditions
for testing. In a uniaxial/biaxial control system, there are several approaches to
maintaining the physiological conditions of the specimen:
● Coating the specimen in petroleum jelly and testing at room temperature (37°C)
[76].
● Maintain hydration of the specimen by performing the test in a hydrated (damp)
environment. The testing machine should be in a hydrated environment,
preferable phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), to ensure the specimen is hydrated
for the duration of the experiment [77].
● Polycarbonate chamber with base plate and sterilizable walls. Temperature
controlled via a water jacket at 42°C (reduces heat from medium and reduces the
chance of overheating) and heated stainless steel plate in the chamber
(monitored by a thermocouple). The specimen in culture medium with 5 ± 0.1%
CO2 and 37 ± 1°C. Chamber perfused with 5% CO2, 20% O2, 75% N2 (bubbled at
a constant flow rate through a water bath to have 100% relative humidity) [78].
● Allow for an inflow of warm medium into the specimen chamber. It can be
maintained through temperature-controlled air, however, there is the possibility of
medium evaporation, thermal expansion of the specimen, or obscuring the visual
hardware. A non-drying synthetic medium can be used to reduce risk.
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Chapter 4. Design Specifications and Design Concept
4.1 Description of the System
The uni/biaxial system includes several subsystems: the actuators for uni/biaxial
motion, motion control system, the force sensors, the signal conditioner and digitizer,
the gripping mechanism, the specimen chamber, the temperature control, the
stretch/strain digital image acquisition, and the computer with software. The function of
the system is defined by a set of required specifications that describe the behavior of
the system according to the need to test small biological samples and laboratory
models. For our system, several required specifications that our device needs to
achieve are the following:
● Perform mechanical deformation at a strain rate similar to in vivo deformation of
arterial tissue caused by the pulse rate.
● Capable of developing enough force applied to the sample, to allow for rupture of
the specimen.
● Having a gripping mechanism that can prevent/minimize slippage as well as
sample rupture at the interface with the grip.
● Provide an adequate testing environment while maintaining physiological
conditions.
● Be able to record the strain measurement during the test in a non-invasive
manner.
4.2 Product Design Specifications
Minimum Force to Rupture
There are several factors involved in rupture mechanics, the main factor that
contributes to the rupture is the ultimate stress applied to the specimen. According to
previous studies, the instrument should be able to develop enough force to rupture the
whole coronary artery wall.
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The following ranges relate to the peak circumferential stress which acts on the
vessel wall in the tangential direction:
● Whole: 0.2 - 2.08 MPa [13,15]
● Adventitia: 1430.0 ± 640.0 kPa [30]
● Media: 446.0 ± 194.0 kPa [30]
● Intima: 394.0 ± 223.0 kPa [30]
The uniaxial specimens in our study will be a dumbbell-shaped sample that
follows the ASTM D412 Type D dimensions of 40.06 mm x 3.2 mm x 0.6 mm, as well as
ASTM D412 Type C dimensions of 40.93 mm x 5.0 mm x 0.6 mm. Both types are 20%
of their original dimensions and can be seen in Figure 22. For the Type D specimen, the
area affected by the force being applied is 6.6 mm x 0.6 mm x 0.6 mm and for Type C,
the area affected by the force applied is 6.6 mm x 1.2 mm x 0.6 mm. The biaxial
specimen will be a cruciform-shaped sample formed by two ASTM D412 Type C
dumbbells, the dimensions being 40.93 mm x 5.0 mm x 0.6 mm, crossed with each
other, which is 20% of the original dimensions and can be seen in Figure 23. The area
affected by the force being applied is 6.6 mm x 1.2 mm x 0.6 mm.
Figure 22:  Uniaxial Solidworks models, ASTM D412 Type D (left) and Type C
(right).
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Figure 23: Biaxial Solidwork model, formed by two ASTM D412 Type C dumbbells.
Therefore, to find the force needed to rupture our specimen, the following formula can
be used 𝜎 = P/A. With the known ultimate stress and the dimensions of our specimen,
the unknown force can be found. By following the stress equation and using the ultimate
stress of the whole tissue, the minimum force to rupture is 1.54 N. Knowing this value
allows us to determine an appropriate load cell to use for our tissue testing device. Load
cells in general have a force accuracy attributed to them, meaning what is the sensor's
sensitivity. The force accuracy determines the smallest amount of force that the load cell
can detect. For our case, force accuracy is highly important to consider because the
sample is so small and requires so little force to rupture. It is also a general rule to
consider that load cells should also be able to detect twice the amount of the minimum
force one seeks to apply. In our case, twice the amount of the minimum force is 3.08 N.
A load cell with a capacity of 5 N and sensitivity of 0.2% provide a large enough range
of force detection while retaining high resolution.
Gripping Mechanism
To ensure the accuracy of the measured data, it is important to limit the effect of
the localized stress at the gripping site and minimize the chance of an artifact that would
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lead to a lower rupture threshold. To prevent these issues, the specimens being gripped
at equidistant points will evenly distribute the force being applied, and the
dumbbell-shaped sample ensures the maximal stresses occur at the gauge region of
the sample, not at the gripping interfaces.
Based on the various gripping designs and functions, several features need to be
taken into account when designing our own. They are the following:
● The mechanism must be able to hold a tissue sample of thickness 1 mm, length
2 mm, and width 2 mm.
● The mechanism must be small enough to fit inside the chamber with a size of
less than 400 mm squared.
● The mechanism must be compatible with aqueous environments as it should not
rust or cause any chemical reaction.
● The mechanism’s surfaces must produce enough friction (μ = 0.03 ー 0.06) to
hinder sample slippage [79].
● The system must be attachable to the actuators of the testing device.
Specimen Chamber and Environment
The specimen chamber must emulate the in vivo environment to maintain the
mechanical integrity of the arterial tissue. The chamber should be able to maintain the
two following conditions [76,77,78,80]:
● Temperature: 37 ± 1°C
● Neutral pH of 7
● Physiological Osmolarity
Strain Measurement
The techniques of elastography allow researchers to capture images that can
determine the local strain measurement. It allows for a visual representation of the
deformation in the tissue as it is being stretched. The strain measurement method
should not require any physical or chemical damage to the tissue and be inexpensive.
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Factors that should also be kept in consideration are the resolution and the allowance
for quantitative measurement during the testing at rapid speeds.
For proper resolution, it is imperative to obtain many data points for accurate
data representation. Having a resolution similar to the load cell will allow for an accurate
curve representation, meaning the strain resolution should be between 1 ー 6 μm
measurement [81].
When testing small tissue specimens, it is important to have an accurate strain
rate. A higher strain rate will result in premature rupture while a lower strain rate may
not cause a rupture. The strain rate can be related to the pulse rate of an individual as it
is the normal cause of deformation of the blood vessel. As the mean pulse rate is 60
bpm in humans, the target strain rate in our testing system is 1 Hz [30]. In terms of our
device, the total deformation (cycle of the test) will take place over one second.





Grip Separation 38 mm Strain Rate 1.0 mm/s
Grip Material Aluminum Resolution
(strain)
1ー 6 μm





10 in x 10 in x 1.7 in Stretch Ratio 20 mm (min dist. traveled)
35 mm (max dist. traveled)
Temperature
Range
37 ± 1°C Load Cell w/
Force
Accuracy
5 N (0.2% Force Accuracy)
pH Level 7 Data
Connections




20 MP /  18 FPS Electrical
Output
100 - 240 V AC; 50 - 60 Hz
Table 13: Design Specifications of Ideal Uni/Biaxial testing system.
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4.3 Final Design Concepts
Stretching Method
Planar stretching is the chosen method that is commonly used in uniaxial or
biaxial tensile testing. This is used in most systems because of its versatility and ease of
implementation. There are many ways to customize a device using this method which
also makes it highly cost-efficient. This type of stretching occurs on a level plane, it is
easier to capture images of the specimen. Though planar stretching can not directly
emulate in vivo conditions of arterial tissue, it does come fairly close.
Actuation Method
Mechanical actuators are by far the simplest to understand and easiest to
implement. They are powered either by stepper or DC servo motors and are the most
versatile in terms of resolution and strain rate. The four mechanical actuators can be
configured into a traditional cross pattern for biaxial testing. There are four translational
stages in our final concept, the Thorlabs MTS50-Z8-50mm motorized translation stage,
which provides precise motion (up to a micrometer level) in a range of 0ー 50 mm at a
wide range of velocity (0 ー 2.4 mm/s) [82]. These components can be seen in Figure
24. The four stages are powered by the accompanying DC Stepper Motor Drivers,
Thorlabs’ K-Cube Series KBD101s that control the translational stages and provide
accurate positional readings due to the encoders housed within the cubes themselves.
The arrangement of the four stages along a Thorlabs aluminum breadboard are
perpendicular to one another to provide biaxial motion for the device’s intended
purpose.
Figure 24: (a) Thorlabs MTS50-Z8-50mm motorized translation stage; (b) Thorlabs
KBD101 DC Servo Driver [82,83].
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Gripping Mechanism
The gripping mechanism will be four manufactured clamps, two of which can be
seen in Figure 25 for the x-direction. The grips are composed of a base, a top, and one
screw. The screw is aligned with a grip face to provide a uniform force on the sample.
Additionally for the x- and y-directions, one of the grips will also have a load cell
attached so that the applied force can be converted into a measurable electrical output
for our LabVIEW software. When securing our specimen in the mechanism, the grips
are manually tightened via the screws.
Figure 25: CAD and physical model of the clamps.
Specimen Chamber and Environment
The chamber has a cross-shaped design made of biocompatible
Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), seen in Figure 26. One corner of the chamber has the
thermistor (4 mm vertical) and thermistor wire (3 mm horizontal). The chamber's base
has a Peltier plate glued underneath it with thermal paste. The Peltier plate is a ceramic
circuit component that bears a heating side and a cooling side. The plate works in
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tandem with a W1209 temperature control board to maintain the chamber solution
within 37 ± 1°C.
The circuit diagram of the temperature control is displayed in Figure 27. The
Peltier plate is in series with the relay pins on the W1209 board. The Peltier is powered
by a 12V, 5A power supply whereas the W1209 is powered by a 12V, 1A power supply.
Several settings were adjusted in our W1209 temperature control circuit before we
began the test. The P0 parameter of the W1209 was set to ‘H' as the Peltier plate as the
chamber needs to be heated. The target temperature was set to 37.0°C, with hysteresis
parameter P1 of 0.1°C. The lower limit, parameter P3, of the temperature range was to
set 35.0°C and the upper limit/relay off, parameter P2 and P6, was to set to 40.0°C. The
temperature reading of the circuit was adjusted (after several trial runs) by +4.0°C,
parameter P4, to match similar readings of the digital thermometer.
Figure 26: CAD design of the temperature-controlled specimen chamber.
Figure 27: Diagram of the temperature control circuit.
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Figure 28:The Peltier plate attached to the bottom of the chamber and connected
to the temperature control circuit. The temperature sensor is placed inside the
chamber.
Strain Measurement
The FLIR Blackfly S, a high-resolution camera, and the Tamron M111FM50, seen
in Figure 29, are positioned directly above the testing chamber using a manufactured
camera holder. The camera is connected to the LabVIEW program via a USB3 Vision
connection. Within the program, the NI-IMAQ modules are utilized to acquire images for
the entire duration of the stretch test. Once the test is completed, the images will be
loaded into the image analyzer program, GOM Correlate. The program will allow us to
develop a strain map and display the strain experienced by the specimen during the
duration of the experiment.
Figure 29: FLIR Blackfly S camera and Tamron M111FM50 lens.
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Biaxial Tensile System
The final design of our device is depicted in Figure 30a as a Solidworks model,
while the final instrument can be seen in Figure 30b. The model is built from several
main subsystems that meet the design specifications. The following is their composition
as well as other main components:
● Actuation Components
○ 4x Thorlabs MTS50-Z8 ー 50 mm Motorized Translation Stage (a)
○ 4x Thorlabs KBD101 ー K-Cube Brushless DC Servo Driver (b)
○ 2x Honeywell Load Cell (c)
○ 2x Custom Load Cell Amplifier
● Gripping Mechanism
○ 4x Thorlabs RC1 ー Dovetail Rail Carrier (d)
○ 4x Thorlabs RLA0600 ー Dovetail Optical Rail (d)
○ 4x Thorlabs AB90C ー Slim Right-Angle Bracket w/ Counterbored Slot (d)
○ 4x Manufactured Clamps (d)
● Specimen Chamber
○ 10 in x 10 in Teflon PTFE Chamber (e)
○ Temperature Control Circuit
● Strain Measurement
○ FLIR Blackfly® S (f)
○ Tamron M111FM50 (f)
○ Manufactured Focus Block and Camera Stand (f)
○ Thorlabs DP14A Damped Post (g)
● Main Components
○ Thorlabs KCH601ー USB Controller Hub and Power Supply (h)
○ 18 in x 18 in Thorlabs Aluminum Breadboard (i)
○ Protective Acrylic Cover (j)
○ MyRIO (k)
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Figure 30a: Solidworks Model of the Biaxial Tensile System.
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Figure 30b: The Biaxial Testing System
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LabView User Interface
Alongside the biomechanical testing system, the LabView software is used to
control all aspects of the device. The entire user interface (UI) can be seen in Figure 31,
and it is divided into three main sections. In Figure 32a and Figure 32b, these
subsections control the motorized translation stage, specifically the monitoring of
distance traveled and the ability to change the velocity and acceleration. Figure 32c
shows each of the tabs for preconditioning, uniaxial testing, and biaxial testing as well
as the file path to where data will be saved. In the middle section, there is also a
secondary live feed of a tensile test. The Live graphs, see Figure 32d, record data in
real-time as the tensile test is occurring, they are force(g) vs. time(s), displacement vs.
time(s), and amplitude vs. time(s). In Figure 33a, this subsection controls the target
displacement for the horizontal and vertical direction, as well as taring(setting to zero)
the load cells. The live feed shown in Figure 33b is the images taken during the tensile
test of each sample.
Figure 31: The full LabView user interface for the Biaxial Testing System
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Figure 32: (a) Motor Controller of the motorized translation stage, show distance
traveled; (b) Ability to check velocity and acceleration of stages; (c) Tabs for each
tensile test and the preconditioning, as well as the file path to where data will be
saved; (d) Live graphing of data during the tensile test.
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Figure 33: (a) Target displacement can be entered for the horizontal and vertical
direction, as well as tare(set to zero) the load cells; (b) Live Feed of images taken
during the tensile test and the file path for the save images.
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Chapter 5: Evaluation of the Instrument Subsystems
5.1 Actuation System: Displacement
A test was designed to check the translation stages’ ability to reach the target
displacement inputted into LabView. Five tests at different target displacements will be
performed without a specimen to determine if the stages can move to a specified
distance in the x- and y- directions. Using an electronic caliper, we measure the initial
separation distance of the translation stages. After the target displacement is reached,
we will measure the total distance repeatable (n = 10 times) with the electronic caliper to
ensure the accuracy of the distance traveled by the translational stages.
In Table 14 and Table 15, the mean displacement and the overall accuracy of
each test are tabulated for the x- and y- directions. From the calculation of the accuracy,
it was confirmed that the motorized translation stages are capable of reaching the target
displacement with high accuracy. Figure 34 and Figure 35 show the measured
displacement values versus the actual displacement, and both directions have a high
level of linearity and coefficient of determinations (R2) of 0.9997 and 0.9998.
Displacement Test Displacement Mean ± SD (mm) Accuracy of Movement (%)
First (5 mm) 5.06 ± 0.095 98.8%
Second (10 mm) 9.88 ± 0.17 98.8%
Third (15 mm) 14.81 ± 0.11 98.73%
Fourth (20 mm) 19.85 ± 0.06 99.25%
Fifth (25 mm) 24.83 ± 0.1 99.32%
Table 14: Validation tests of the translation stages in the x-direction (n=10).
Displacement Test Displacement Mean ± SD (mm) Accuracy of Movement (%)
First (5 mm) 5.03 ± 0.06 99.4%
Second (10 mm) 10.04 ± 0.1 99.6%
Third (15 mm) 14.98 ± 0.068 99.87%
Fourth (20 mm) 20.05 ± 0.08 99.75%
Fifth (25 mm) 24.89 ± 0.097 99.56%
Table 15: Validation tests of the translation stages in the y-direction (n=10).
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Figure 34: Linearity of the translation stage horizontal movement (n=10 for each
displacement point).
Figure 35: Linearity of the translation stage vertical movement (n=10 for each
displacement point).
5.2 Actuation System: Strain Rate
The Thorlabs servo motor controller and Labview software are the hardware and
software components that control the rate of motion of the motorized translation stage,
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which is also called the strain rate. A test was designed to evaluate the sub-system’s
ability to accurately achieve the strain rate inputted by the LabView program. This
measurement will be done repeatable (n = 10 times) with the servo motors at different
strain rates, ranging from 0.01 - 4.8 m/s (0.005 - 2.4 m/s for each translation stage), in
the x- and y-direction. After each set of tests, the mean strain rate will be compared to
its respective target strain rate for accuracy.
As we can from our results in Table 16 and Table 17 of the strain rate evaluation,
the translation stages are capable of maintaining the strain rate consistently, in both
directions. In our experiments, the strain rate that is utilized is 1mm/s, which had high
accuracy and precision. Additionally, Figure 36 and Figure 37 show the linearity of the
measured values against the actual values with the coefficients of determination (R2).
Target Strain Rate (mm/s) Strain Rate






Target Displacement – 50 mm
4.8 4.75 ± 0.002 99% 0.9992
4.0 3.98 ± 0.002 99.5% 0.9995
3.0 3.0 ± 0.0008 100% 0.9997
2.0 2.0 ± 0.0004 100% 0.9999
1.0 1.0 ± 0.0001 100% 1.0
Target Displacement – 10 mm
0.2 0.2 ± 0.0 100% 1.0
0.1 0.099 ± 0.00005 99% 1.0
Target Displacement – 2 mm
0.02 0.02 ± 0.0 100% 1.0
Target Displacement – 1 mm
0.01 0.009 ± 0.0 90% 1.0
Table 16: Mean measurement of the strain rate in the horizontal direction (n=10).
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Target Strain Rate (mm/s) Strain Rate






Target Displacement – 50 mm
4.8 4.75 ± 0.052 99% 0.9993
4.0 3.98 ± 0.005 99.5% 0.9996
3.0 3.0 ± 0.001 100% 0.9998
2.0 2.0 ± 0.0003 100% 0.9999
1.0 1.0 ± 0.00008 100% 1.0
Target Displacement – 10 mm
0.2 0.2 ± 0.0 100% 1.0
0.1 0.099 ± 0.00005 99% 1.0
Target Displacement – 2 mm
0.02 0.02 ± 0.0 100% 1.0
Target Displacement – 1 mm
0.01 0.009 ± 0.0 90% 1.0
Table 17: Mean Measurement of the strain rate in the vertical direction (n=10).
Figure 36: Linearity of the translation stage horizontal strain rate (n=10 for each
strain rate value).
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Figure 37: Linearity of the translation stage vertical strain rate (n=10 for each
strain rate value).
5.3 Actuation System: Load Cell
To test whether the load cells can translate the force accurately, a simple
evaluation process was designed to calibrate and check their accuracy. During the
evaluation, we positioned the load cells vertical to the workstation, and weights (20g -
500g) were hanged from the load cell via a string. Before the evaluation, the slope of
the calibration curve or scale factor was found by hanging the largest weight, 500g, for
10 mins so the gram-force readings will be close to the actual weight. For the evaluation
test, each weight was hung 10 times, and readings were recorded. The mean measured
weight is compared to the actual (nominal) weight for each of the weights used in this
test.
From the force calibration tests, we were able to find the scale factors for the
load cells, which provided a highly accurate gram-force reading. For our horizontal load
cell, the scale factor was 1122 and for our vertical load cell, the scale factor was 2630.
Table 18 shows the mean measurement weight, the accuracy of the measurement, and
the coefficient of variance between each of the tests for each weight value. Figure 38
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and Figure 39 display the high linearity of the measured weights against the actual
weight and coefficient of determination (R2) of 1.0.
Weight (g) Measured Weight






0 0 - 0
20 19.85 ± 0.43 99.3% .02
50 50.10 ± 0.44 99.8% 0.009
100 100.01 ± 0.12 99.9% 0.001
200 200.13 ± 0.05 99.9% 0.0002
500 499.77 ± 0.54 99.5% 0.001
Vertical Load Cell
0 0 - 0
20 18.80 ± 0.27 94.0% 0.01
50 48.38 ± 0.24 96.8% 0.005
100 98.37 ± 0.26 98.4% 0.003
200 199.57 ± 0.46 99.8% 0.0023
500 501.35 ± 1.14 99.7% 0.0023
Table 18: Mean measurement readings of the horizontal and vertical load cells.
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Figure 38: Linearity of the horizontal load cell gram-force readings(n=10 for each
weight calibration sample).
Figure 39: Linearity of the vertical load cell gram-force readings (n=10 for each
weight calibration sample).
5.4 Environment Control: Temperature
To determine whether the system aimed at keeping the testing of biological
samples in proper physiological conditions similar to the in vitro environment, the
specimen chamber needs to maintain a constant temperature of the medium during the
experiment. The validation test was designed to evaluate how long it will take for the
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water in the chamber to reach the temperature range of 37.0 ± 1.0°C and maintain it for
a long period of time. The readings of the W1209 circuit were compared to a standard
digital thermometer for accuracy.
Figure 40: Validation test of the temperature control circuit.
The initial temperature of the water in the specimen chamber as per the
thermometer readings was 29.1°C, while the W1209 circuit read 30.1°C. At the 25
minute mark, the temperature circuit reached 37.0°C. After this point, the temperature
was monitored for 40 minutes and the circuit was able to maintain a temperature range
of 37.0 ± 1.0°C. The thermometer’s lowest temperature reading was 36.5°C and the
highest temperature reading was 37.8°C. It was surmised that the temperature circuit is
capable of maintaining a warm environment for future studies.
5.5 Gripping Mechanism: Slippage
The ability of the grips to prevent slippage of the sample was evaluated during a
tensile test. If the sample slips during the tensile test, the overall stress will decrease,
either causing the recorded data to be skewed or prevent rupture. A test was designed
where one sample will be stretched in the x- and y-direction. A marked region (3.8 mm)
of the sample will be placed in the gripping mechanism. The samples will be stretched
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10 times for 10 mm. Each time, a caliper will be used to measure for any grip slippage
as well as images will be taken for digital measurement.
After performing the evaluation test in the x- and y- directions 10 times, there was
no noticeable or measurable slippage of the sample from the grips. Figure 41 displays
images from a test done in the x- and y-direction, which shows the samples being
stretched to 10 mm and no noticeable slippage occurred.
Figure 41: (left) Grip slippage test in the
x-direction; (right) Grip slippage test in the
y-direction.
5.6 Strain Measurement: Image Analysis & Strain Mapping
The key importance to the quality of our strain measurement is the quality of the
images taken during the experiment. When it comes to the lens, Tamron M111FM50,
there could be distortion at the boundaries that could affect the measurement of the
sample in the image. To evaluate if there is a distortion in the images at the region of
interest by the lens, three standard checkerboard grids(0.5 cm x 0.5 cm, 1.0 cm x 1.0
cm, and 2.0 cm x 2.0 cm squares) will be used. Ten images will be taken of each grid
and loaded into Matlab to evaluate if the lines of the grid have been distorted by the
lens.
In Matlab, the edge() function was used to detect the gridlines of the different
checkerboards. If the lens had distorted the grid, the program would have not been able
to detect curved gridlines. After running all the images set through the program, it was
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concluded that the lens was not distorting the region of interest as all gridlines were
detected. In Figures 42 - 44, the original image with their respective Matlab edge image
is shown.
Figure 42: The original image and Matlab edge image of the checkerboard grid
(0.5 cm x 0.5 cm).
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Figure 43: The original image and Matlab edge image of the checkerboard grid
(1.0 cm x 1.0 cm).
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Figure 44: The original image and Matlab edge image of the checkerboard grid
(2.0 cm x 2.0 cm).
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The second evaluation relates to the ability of GOM Correlate to create an
accurate strain map to provide strain measurement and change in width data. This test
pertains to the accuracy of our strain mapping via the GOM Correlate program. We
tested four uniaxial samples in the x- and y- directions until rupture. The polymer
mixture that was used is Sylgard 170 (40%) + Sylgard 527 (60%) + Silicone Thinner
(20% of Sylgard 170), with a speckle pattern applied on the surface of the sample. The
sample’s pattern density was 20-40% of the surface area. We then loaded the
deformation images into the GOM Correlate program and obtained the strain data from
the analysis. This data from GOM Correlate and the data from Labview were graphed in
Matlab and compared for accuracy.
Figure 45 demonstrates the progression of the strain in the central region of the
uniaxial sample from the undeformed state to the deformed state right before rupture.
Frame 0 shows the uniaxial sample before the rupture test begins, as the translation
stages move to the target displacement, you can see stretch to its limit from frame 0 to
frame 36. In frame 36, you can see that the gauge region has reached the ultimate
strain of polymer mixture and in frame 37, the sample has rupture and strain map ends.
Figure 45: Strain map of a uniaxial sample from the undeformed state to the state
before rupture.
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After completing the strain mapping in GOM Correlate of the four uniaxial
samples and obtaining the change in width and the strain data, it was used to calculate
the true stress and strain. This was compared to the engineering stress and strain and
the formula-based Cauchy stress and true strain in the same four samples. The
LabView data was used to calculate the engineering stresses ranging from 0.66 - 0.78
MPa and engineering strain range of 0.90 - 1.1, graphed in Figure 46. With these
engineering stresses and strain, the Cauchy stress and true strain, graphed in Figure
47, were calculated solely based on the true stress/strain formula and were determined
to be 1.2 - 1.6 MPa and 0.64 - 0.73, respectively. Finally, the true stress-strain curve,
displayed in Figure 47, was derived from image correlation-based data and came to be
1.0 - 1.2 MPa and 0.80 - 0.85, respectively. If we look at Figure 46 - 48, we can see that
the engineering stress-strain curve and true stress-strain curve share a similar feature
of being more linear, while the Cauchy stress-true strain curve is more hyperelastic. We
suspect that while calculating the Cauchy stress and true strain curve, the silicone
elastomer is considered incompressible. However, from the image correlation data, we
found that there is some form compressibility occurring with the silicone elastomer.
What can be determined from this is true stress-strain data derived from the image
correlation data is better demonstrating the mechanical properties of the sample than
the formula-based Cauchy stress and true strain.
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Figure 46: Engineering stress-strain curve calculated from force-displacement
data from LabView software.
Figure 47: Cauchy stress-true strain curve calculated solely based on true stress
and strain formula.
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Figure 48: True stress-strain curve calculated using the data from image
correlation data from GOM Correlate software.
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Chapter 6:  Experimental Testing Of Elastomer Laboratory Model Polymer
Formulations
6.1 Uniaxial Tensile Tests
The experimental testing of different PDMS formulations started with uniaxial
tensile testing. At this stage, we were experimenting with a variety of polymer mixtures,
sample dimensions, and preparation procedures. After we analyzed the results from
those formulations, we chose the PDMS with the mechanical behavior that best mimics
coronary tissue, and performed biaxial testing using such silicone. The results obtained
for those materials are summarized here after.
Sylgard 184
Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) elastomers have been used in the field of
biomechanics for their ability to replicate the mechanical behaviors of cardiovascular
tissue [84]. Sylgard 184, a commonly utilized PDMS for micro-engineering application,
was the first elastomer to be used with our system for uniaxial testing. This polymer is
produced by Dow Corning and is polymerized by a two-part liquid component kit, a
pre-polymer base (part A), and a crosslinking curing agent (part B). The Sylgard 184
elastomer is transparent, which allows for easy inspection for air bubbles and for
applying a speckle pattern [84]. According to its technical datasheet, it has a tensile
strength of 6.7 MPa (engineering) with a mix ratio of 10:1  [85].
Sylgard 184 began our study of creating laboratory models that mimic the
material properties of arterial tissue. The initial tests of Sylgard 184 involved uniaxial
testing of different secondary curing temperatures, mix ratios, and reagents to see if the
polymer’s stress-strain curve could be lowered to our required parameters. All uniaxial
samples for each test followed the ASTM D412 Type C dimensions for the
dumbbell-shaped. Since the Sylgard 184 was transparent, it was possible to easily
apply a speckle pattern and obtain the true stress and strain via data from strain
mapping.
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Using the original mix ratio of Sylgard 184, 10:1, we tested how different
secondary curing temperatures, the first curing temperature being 30°C for all samples,
affected the true stress-strain curve. For the first curing temperature, the samples were
cured for 48 hours and then removed from the dumbbell mold. At this point, the samples
would then be returned to the oven for their secondary curing temperature for 4 hours.
Once the effect of the curing temperature was studied, we found several papers
related to how the altering mixing ratio of the PDMS can affect the stress-strain curve
[86,87]. To this end, different mixing ratios (R5:1, R15:1, R4:1, R3:1) were created to
find each of their true stresses and strains and compare it to Sylgard 184 R10:1. All
samples followed the same preparation procedure and were cured at 30°C for 48 hours,
then at 100°C for 4 hours.
An amine-based polymer, ethoxylated polyethylenimine (PEIE), was found in a
study that added the reagent to Sylgard 184 mixtures that effectively reduced their
stress-strain curves [88]. We attempted to replicate these effects with different amounts
of PEIE(30μl, 20μl, and 10μl) and mixing ratios (R10:1 and R5:1). These samples were
prepared under the same procedure as the test of different mix ratios.
Sylgard 170
Following the initial PDMS, another Dow Corning PDMS was found to be utilized
in creating laboratory models to study biological systems, Sylgard 170 [89]. According to
the technical data sheet, this elastomer is a black polymer, visually looks dark-gray, that
is polymerized by two-part liquid components, a pre-polymer base (part A), and a
crosslinking curing agent (part B) [90]. One of the challenging aspects of using Sylgard
170 was the color, as it made it difficult to know if there were air bubbles under the
surface of the specimen. To lessen the issue of this occurring, the time where the
mixture is placed in a vacuum was extended to ensure no air bubbles. The reported
tensile strength of Sylgard 170 with an original mix ratio of 1:1 was 2.9 MPa
(engineering) [90]. Uniaxial tests were done to compare stress-strain curves of different
mix ratios. All samples followed the same preparation procedure and were cured at
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30°C for >12 hours, then at 100°C for 4 hours. The geometry used for these samples
was ASTM D412 Type D dimensions. When we first started using Sylgard 170, we were
unable to apply a speckle pattern to the dark surface of the uniaxial samples, so only
the formula-based Cauchy stress and true strain could be calculated.
Sylgard 527
Sylgard 527 is a silicon-based dielectric gel that has been utilized to reduce the
overall stress-strain curve of PDMS polymers [91]. This silicone gel is transparent and
polymerized by two liquid components, a pre-polymer base (part A) and a crosslinking
curing agent (part B) [92]. There were several attempts to conduct uniaxial testing with
Sylgard 527 alone, however, the material is extremely brittle and will break/damage
during removal from the mold. We found in a previous study when Sylgard 184 R1:10 is
mixed with Sylgard 527 R1:1 at mass ratios, the overall stress-curve and elastic
modulus changes substantially from pure Sylgard 184 R1:10 [91]. To see if it can lower
the stress-strain curve of the Sylgard 170 elastomer, we compared pure Sylgard 170
R1:1 against Sylgard 170 R1:1 plus Sylgard 527 R1:1 with different mass ratios, in
particular 40% to 60%. All samples followed the same preparation procedure and were
cured at 30°C for >12 hours, then at 100°C for 4 hours. The geometry used for these
samples was ASTM D412 Type C dimensions.
Smooth-On Silicone Thinner
As we continued our research into different elastomers to make laboratory
models that have a tensile strength similar to cardiovascular tissue, we found
Smooth-On’s Solaris and Silicone Thinner. While our initial uniaxial test with the Solaris
elastomer was promising, the Silicone Thinner was found to be more beneficial in
adjusting the stress-strain curves. Silicone Thinner is a non-reactive silicone fluid that
lowers a polymer mixture’s overall tensile strength [93]. The amount of Silicone Thinner
added to the polymer mixture is proportional to the total mass of the polymer mixture
(Part A &B) [93]. A uniaxial test was performed to evaluate the silicone thinner’s
capability of changing the ultimate Cauchy stress and true strain of Sylgard 170 R1:1.
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All samples followed the same preparation procedure and were cured at 30°C for >12
hours, then at 100°C for 4 hours. The geometry used for these samples was ASTM
D412 Type D dimensions.
Sylgard 170 (40%) + Sylgard 527 (60%) +  20 % Silicone Thinner
After several trials of uniaxial testing different mass ratios of Sylgard 170 and
Sylgard 527 as well as Sylgard 170 with the silicone thinner, a uniaxial test was
performed using a combination of three parts to see if it would yield a stress-strain curve
close to our required parameters. The mixture tested was Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%),
Sylgard 527 R1:1 (60%), and the silicone thinner (20% of Sylgard 170 mass). All
samples followed the same preparation procedure and were cured at 30°C for >12
hours, then at 100°C for 4 hours. The geometry used for these samples was ASTM
D412 Type C dimensions.
6.2 Biaxial Tensile Test
The Cruciform Mold
Three cruciform molds (four samples per mold) were designed by Solidworks
using ASTM D412 Type C dimensions and cut in the CNC machine. The mold is
composed of two plates, a base plate, and a top plate. The base plate has the biaxial
sample carvings, while the top plate has the wells where the polymer mixture will be
injected into molds when the plates are screwed together. Twelve samples can be
prepared with the molds, with the two additional samples being prepared in case of
impurities in one of the ten initial samples.
Polymer Preparation
The polymer mixture, Sylgard 170 (40%) + Sylgard 527 (60%) + Silicone Thinner
(20% of Sylgard 170 mass), is created by measuring out each part of the polymer by
weight and mixing them. Each part of the polymer mixture for biaxial testing is outlined
in Table 19. A precision weight scale is used to measure each part of the mixture and
once all parts have been added to the mixing cup, the polymer mixture is stirred for 3
minutes. Once stirring has been completed, the polymer mixture is placed in a vacuum
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chamber for 15-30 minutes to remove air bubbles that might be present within it. After it
has been verified that no air bubbles are present, the polymer mixture can be injected
into the mold’s upper half at a 45-degree angle. This allows for the bottom half of the
mold to fill with the polymer, which at this point the molds will be laid flat and have a
mixture injected from the bottom half. By doing this, there is less of a likelihood of air
bubbles forming within the mold. If there is an air bubble, the additional polymer mixture
can be used to push it to a well to be released. As the polymer mixture settles into the
molds, it can be placed in the oven for overnight curing.
Table 19: The current polymer mixture for the laboratory model
Curing Process
The curing process for our laboratory models is completed in two stages. After
the procedure of injecting the molds with the polymer mixture and ensuring there are no
air bubbles, the molds can be placed in the oven at 30°C for >12 hours. The reason for
this is to keep the curing temperature consistent during the initial polymerized period.
The following day, the samples will be removed from the molds and returned to the oven
at 100°C for at least 2.5 hours, this curing period allows for the material to stiffen. Once
the final curing period is complete, the samples are allowed to cool down and ready for
the speckle pattern to be applied.
Speckling Patterning
For applying the speckle pattern to the specimens, the specimens are placed on
a plate within close proximity to each other to ensure an even spread of spray paint can
be applied. The spray paint used is MTN 94 Spray Paint White as the specimen has a
black surface. To apply fine speckles to the samples, the plate with the specimens is
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angled at 45 degrees, and the spray paint is held at least 0.3 meters away from the
plate. Usually, two applications of the spray are enough for a low density of speckles on
the sample, however visual inspection of each sample is necessary to ensure that
speckle density is sufficient for strain measurement. Once the speckle pattern has been
applied, 30 minutes are required for the paint to dry to prevent loss of speckles.
Testing Procedure
To begin the testing procedure the biaxial testing system requires 30 minutes to
warm up as the load cells are temperature sensitive. This warm-up period can be done
in conjunction with speckle pattern drying and setting up the LabView software. In the
Labview program, we access the biaxial testing system project file and open the main
interface and the sub-program for the load cells. In the main interface, the correct file
paths are assigned in the preconditioning and biaxial testing tabs as well as camera
subsection. Before the testing begins, proper lighting is needed so the images taken of
the deforming specimen are of high resolution and the speckle pattern visible.
To begin the test, the sample arms need to be placed in the metal grips. About
3.8 mm of the sample’s arm is placed inside the grip and manually tightened without
breaking the sample. It is also important that the sample is not curved at the center, but
planar as it is necessary for a proper valuation of the force needed to rupture the
sample and proper strain mapping. Once the sample is properly set up in the grips, the
sample will be preconditioned to prevent hysteresis [86]. There will be ten cycles of
loading where the sample stretched 2 mm. After preconditioning has been completed,
the rupture test can occur. In the biaxial testing tab, the target displacement for the
horizontal and vertical direction is set to 20-25 mm and the load cells must be tared, or
set to zero before the machine is activated. Once the system is started, the force,
displacement, and images are recorded until the target displacement is reached. This
testing procedure is repeated until the ten samples in the set have been ruptured and
data collected. This data and images will then be processed in Matlab and GOM
Correlate to present the Cauchy stress, true stress, and true strain.
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Chapter 7: Laboratory Model Results
7.1 Uniaxial Test Results
Sylgard 184
From the uniaxial test of different curing temperatures, we found that 50°C and
150°C produced mean ultimate true stresses of 23.6 MPa and 23.86 MPa, respectively.
However, at 100°C, the mean ultimate true stress was significantly higher at 28.9MPa.
As for the true strains, at 50°C and 100°C, had a higher mean true ultimate strain of
0.95 and 1.1, respectively. At a higher temperature of 150°C, the mean ultimate true
strain was lower at 0.68. Figure 49 displays the mean true stress-strain curves for each
curing temperature, while in Table 20, the mean true stress and true strain are recorded
from our uniaxial tests.
Table 20: The mean ultimate Cauchy stress and true strain at the different curing
temperatures for Sylgard 184 mix ratio 10:1 (n=8).
From the results of our uniaxial test of different mixing ratios, there was a
significant difference in the mean ultimate true stress at the lower and higher mixing
ratios of Sylgard 184 in comparison to the default ratio of R10:1 mean ultimate true
stress of 29.1 MPa. The higher mix ratio, R15:1, yields a mean ultimate true stress of
21.9 MPa, while the lower mix ratio of R3:1 has a mean ultimate true stress of 15.5
MPa. From our results, we see that lower mix ratios decrease the true strain, while it
increases at higher mix ratios. The mean true stress-strain curves of the different mix
ratios are graphed in Figure 50 and Table 21 records the mean true stress and true
strain lowers greatly from the mix ratio 10:1 to the mix ratio 3:1.
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Table 21: The mean ultimate true stress and true strain at the different mix ratios
for Sylgard 184 (n=8).
From the result of the PEIE uniaxial tests, we saw a significant change in the
ultimate true stress of the mix ratio of Sylgard 184 R10:1 and R5:1 when a small
amount of PEIE was added to their mixtures. We can see there may be a limit to how
much PEIE can decrease the ultimate true stress as with R10:1 + 30 μl PEIE and
R10:1 + 20 μl PEIE similar mean ultimate true stress of 19.7 MPa and 19.6 MPa,
respectively. We also concluded from the results that PEIE does not seem to affect the
true strain of Sylgard 184. Figure 51 has the mean true stress-strain curve for each of
the mixtures and their mean ultimate true stress and strains are recorded in Table 22.
Table 22: The mean ultimate true stress and true strain of different PEIE amounts
with Sylgard 184 R10:1 and R5:1.
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Figure 49: Influence of the curing temperature on the Sylgard 184 stress-strain
curve (n=8).
Figure 50: Effect of the curing agent on the Sylgard 184 stress-strain curve (n=8).
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Figure 51: Effect of the PEIE on the Sylgard 184 stress-strain curve( No PEIE n=8,
PEIE n=8,9, and 10).
Sylgard 170
The results of the uniaxial tests allowed for an understanding of how each part of
the Sylgard 170 affects the stress-strain curve. The default mix ratio of R1:1 has a mean
ultimate Cauchy stress of 3.7 MPa. In the case of the Sylgard 170 R1:5, its stress-strain
curve is significantly lower than its counterparts and has mean Cauchy ultimate stress
of 1.7. We suspect is not the true value of the mix ratio as such a significant decrease in
the curve could be only attributed to air bubbles weakening the overall structural
integrity of the sample. As for the other two mix ratios, increasing the Part A of the
mixture only affects the ultimate strain value of the polymer, while Part B effectively
decreases the ultimate Cauchy stress and increases the ultimate strain value. Figure 52
and Table 23 show the stress-strain stress-strain comparison of different mix ratio’s
mean ultimate Cauchy stress and true strain.
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Table 23: The mean ultimate Cauchy stress and true strain at the different mix
ratios for Sylgard 170.
Figure 52: Influence of different ratios on the Sylgard 170 stress-strain curve
(R1:1 n=11, R5:1 n=7, R1:5 n=9, R1:0 n=7).
Sylgard 527
From our uniaxial testing of mass ratio 40% to 60% or 2:3, this mixture was
capable of lowering the stress-strain values closer to our required values. In Figure 53,
while the true strain remains relatively similar, the mean ultimate Cauchy stress
decreases from 3.7 MPa to 2.3 MPa. From here, we searched for additional polymers or
reagents that could lower this stress value even closer to the required parameter.
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Table 24: The mean ultimate Cauchy stress and true strain of Sylgard 170 R1:1
(n=11) in comparison to Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%) mixed with Sylgard 527 R1:1
(60%) (n=6).
Figure 53: Difference in the stress-strain curve of Sylgard 170 R1:1 (n=11) in
comparison to Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%) mixed with Sylgard 527 R1:1 (60%) (n=6).
Smooth-On Silicone Thinner
One set of samples was Sylgard 170 R1:1, while the other set of samples was
Sylgard 170 R1:1 plus Silicone Thinner (20% of Sylgard 170). From our results, while
the mean ultimate true strain did increase, the mean ultimate Cauchy stress did
decrease greatly, from 3.7 MPa to 2.2 MPa. With this in mind, we decided to include the
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Silicone thinner in our current polymer mixture, to see if it could potentially lower the
stress-strain curve further.
Table 25: The mean ultimate Cauchy stress and true strain of Sylgard 170 R1:1
(n=11) in comparison to Sylgard 170 R1:1 with 20% Silicone Thinner (n=5).
Figure 54:  Difference in the stress-strain curve of Sylgard 170 R1:1 (n=11) in
comparison to Sylgard 170 R1:1 with 20% silicone thinner (n=5).
Sylgard 170 (40%) + Sylgard 527 (60%) +  20 % Silicone Thinner
When the polymer mixture was compared to the pure Sylgard 170 R1:1, the
mean ultimate Cauchy stress has been halved, from 3.7 MPa to 1.8 MPa, which has
been the closest value to the whole arterial tissue ultimate true stress. The ultimate true
strain has maintained a relatively low range, which has been accepted. This ultimate
stress was the closest to the required parameter stated earlier in the study. After the
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uniaxial test, it was proposed that this polymer mixture will be used in the biaxial tensile
test to determine if this mixture can be used as laboratory models alongside arterial
tissue to better understand soft tissue biomechanics.
Table 26: The mean ultimate Cauchy stress and true strain of Sylgard 170 R1:1
(n=11) in comparison to Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%) mixed with Sylgard 527 R1:1
(60%) plus 20% silicone thinner (n=12).
Figure 55: Difference in the stress-curve of Sylgard 170 R1:1(n=11) in comparison
to Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%) mixed with Sylgard 527 R1:1 (60%) plus 20% silicone
thinner (n=12).
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7.2 Biaxial Test Results
Sylgard 170 (40%) + Sylgard 527 (60%) +  20 % Silicone Thinner
The biaxial testing system successfully recorded and ruptured ten biaxial
samples’ stress-strain curves with a strain rate of 1 mm/s. The LabView data of each
sample was imported to Matlab, where the Cauchy stress (Eq. 4) and true strain (Eq. 3)
were calculated by the force (F) and displacement (λ). The data from the LabView
software can only produce formula-based stress and strain values because only the
initial cross-sectional area (A0) is known and the change in the cross-sectional area
(ΔA) could not be recorded by the program.
As the forces and displacements of the horizontal and vertical directions are
recorded separately, the Cauchy stresses and true strains of each direction are
calculated separately as well. In the horizontal direction, the mean ultimate Cauchy
stress is 0.57 MPa with a true strain of 0.50. In the vertical direction, the mean ultimate
Cauchy stress is 0.58 MPa with a true strain of 0.51. The calculated overall mean
ultimate Cauchy stress is 0.575 with a true strain of 0.505.
Table 27: The mean and standard deviation of the ultimate Cauchy stress and
ultimate true strain in the horizontal and vertical directions calculated from the
LabView data.
With the images taken during the biaxial test of each sample, we imported them
into GOM Correlate software to create a strain map. With the strain map of each
sample, it was possible to obtain the change in the cross-sectional area and strain
applied to the sample until rupture. The true stress (Eq. 4) can be calculated using the
change in the cross-sectional area from the strain map and the force data from LabView
software, while the true strain is obtained by the mean of three strain points across the
strain map.
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In the horizontal direction, the mean ultimate true stress is 0.46 MPa with a true
strain of 0.60. In the vertical direction, the mean ultimate true stress is 0.58 MPa with a
true strain of 0.51. The calculated overall mean ultimate true stress is 0.52 with a true
strain of 0.605.
Table 28: The mean and standard deviation of the ultimate true stress and
ultimate true strain in the horizontal and vertical directions calculated from the
GOM Correlate data and the force data from LabView.
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Figure 56: Formula-based stress-strain curve(top) in comparison to the stress-
strain curve (bottom) calculated by image correlation in the horizontal direction.
101
Figure 57:Formula-based stress-strain curve(top) in comparison to the stress-
strain curve(bottom) calculated by image correlation in the vertical direction.
102
Figure 58: Mean stress-strain curve in the horizontal/vertical direction created via
formula(top) and image correlation(bottom).
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7.3 Constitutive Model
The engineering stress and strain of the polymer mixture’s uniaxial and biaxial
tensile test was input into the finite element software, Abaqus, to create a curving fitting
graph with several constitutive models. After the simulations were completed, the
constitutive model most aligned with our experimental data was the 3rd Order Ogden
model. The coefficients of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Order Ogden constitutive model are
recorded in Table 29. The results of the curve fitting of the uniaxial and biaxial tensile
data can be seen in Figure 59 and Figure 60.
Table 29: Coefficients of the 3rd Order Ogden constitutive model.
Figure 59: Uniaxial experiment data of the polymer mixture curved fitted with
polynomial one (Mooney-Rivlin), reduced polynomial 1 (Neo-Hookean), and 1st,
2nd, 3rd Order Ogden Models.
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Figure 60: Biaxial experiment data of the polymer mixture curved fitted with
polynomial one (Mooney-Rivlin), reduced polynomial 1 (Neo-Hookean), and 1st,
2nd, 3rd Order Ogden Models.
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Chapter 8: Discussion and Conclusion
8.1 Discussion
We developed a biaxial testing system that allows us to characterize the
iso/anisotropic mechanical properties of different elastomer (phantom) laboratory
models. After evaluating the performance of the instrument subsystems, and confirming
the high precision and accuracy of motion, strain rate and force measurements, we
were confident the system could determine the most adequate elastomer formulation
with similar mechanical rupture properties to human coronary samples. For the uniaxial
testing of human coronary samples, the ultimate tensile stress range of 0.2 - 2.08 MPa
and the ultimate stretch ratio of 1.5 - 1.8 [12,13,15, 30].
The first notable observations from the different uniaxial tests of Sylgard 184 was
the ultimate true stress found with the original mix ratio and other varieties. Our reported
mean ultimate true stress for Sylgard 184 R10:1 was 29.1 ± 1.7 MPa, which was
significantly higher than the reported engineering stress in the technical data sheet or
ultimate tensile strength of 3.51 - 7.6 MPa found in the Johnston study [84,85]. Even if
using different mixing ratios and reagents, Sylgard 184 mean ultimate tensile stress
could not be lowered further than 15.5 ± 2.3 MPa. With our desired ultimate tensile
stress range, Sylgard 184 could not be used as the laboratory model.
For our Sylgard 170 R1:1, the reported mean ultimate Cauchy stress was 3.7 ±
0.43 MPa, which was slightly higher than the reported engineering stress of 2.9 MPa in
the technical data sheet [90]. The reported mean ultimate stretch ratio of Sylgard 170
R1:1 was 1.4 ± 0.03. Given the initial ultimate tensile stress was low, it was determined
that this polymer was the best choice to manipulate to adjust the mechanical properties.
With the introduction of Sylgard 527, we were able to adjust the mean ultimate tensile
stress by 1.4 MPa, from 3.7 MPa to 2.3 ± 0.57 MPa. The mean ultimate stretch ratio
was 1.5 ± 0.07. However, to achieve this reduction in ultimate stress, there was a need
to change the ASTM D412 type that was being used for our uniaxial samples as well as
for biaxial samples as well. Due to the polymer mixture of Sylgard 170 and Sylgard 527
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making the samples easy to break, samples would break at the gauge region of ASTM
D412 Type C dumbbells during removal because the width is too small. By doubling the
width of the gauge region, utilizing the ASTM D412 Type D dimensions, it was possible
to remove the samples from the mold without any damage. Following the success of the
Sylgard 170 and Sylgard 527 mass ratio 40% to 60% lower the ultimate tensile stress,
the introduction of the reagent, silicone thinner, was an excellent addition to the polymer
mixture. After the uniaxial test of Sylgard 170 plus 20% silicone thinner resulted in the
mean ultimate tensile stress decreasing to 2.2 ± 0.52 MPa and the mean ultimate
stretch ratio was 1.5 ± 0.06. The silicone thinner was seen as excellent in addition to the
Sylgard 170 and Sylgard 527 mixture to adjust the already decreased ultimate tensile
stress. When the polymer mixture of Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%) + Sylgard 527 R1:1 (60%)
+ silicon thinner (20% the mass of Sylgard 170) brought the mean ultimate Cauchy
stress to 1.8 MPa in the uniaxial tensile test, making the uniaxial laboratory model within
the target range. The mean ultimate stretch ratio was 1.5 ± 0.07, which for all different
mixtures of Sylgard 170 has remained within the ultimate stretch ratio range of coronary
arteries. It was decided that this polymer mixture would be used in the biaxial tensile
test. In the biaxial tensile test, the laboratory model’s mean ultimate true stress was
0.52 ± 0.09 MPa, which is within the whole arterial ultimate tensile strength range. The
mean ultimate stretch ratio was 1.3 ± 0.04. From these results, it can be concluded that
Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%) + Sylgard 527 R1:1 (60%) + silicon thinner (20% the mass of
Sylgard 170) may be used as a suitable laboratory model to study soft tissue
mechanics.
Alongside the evaluation of our elastomer formulation that could be an laboratory
model equivalent to human coronary arteries, we also check if our elastomers could
possibly be an equivalent to other types of arteries. All ranges of each type of artery
were taken from uniaxial tensile testing. For aortic arteries, ultimate stress range of 0.2 -
1.9 MPa and ultimate stretch ratio range of 1.1 - 1.7, the possible equivalent is Sylgard
170 R1:1 (40%) + Sylgard 527 R1:1 (60%) + 20% Silicon Thinner [12,17]. For carotid
arteries, ultimate stress range of 0.18 - 3.0 MPa and ultimate stretch ratio range of 1.4 -
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1.7, the possible equivalent is Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%) + Sylgard 527 R1:1 (60%) +
20% Silicon Thinner, Sylgard 170 R1:1 (40%) + Sylgard 527 R1:1 (60%), and Sylgard
170 R1:1 + 20% Silicone Thinner [12,17]. For iliac arteries, ultimate stress range of 0.30
- 1.0 MPa and ultimate stretch ratio range of 1.1 - 1.5, there is a need to study more
elastomer formulations to find a laboratory model equivalent [12,17].
8.2 Conclusion
We were able to develop an effective biaxial testing system that could properly
characterize the isotropic mechanical properties of polymer-based laboratory models.
From our polymer tests, we found a polymer mixture that can serve as the laboratory
model to investigate the biomechanical behavior of human coronary tissue. In our future
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